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ABSTRACT
THE HILTON INTERNATIONAL CASE : A STUDY ABOUT THE EFFECT
OF CHAIN
OF RELATIONSHIPS ON THE SERVICE QUALITY
BY
BEHIYE SERTAQ
SUPERVISOR: ASSOC. PROF. GULIZ GER 
AUGUST 1993
This study focuses on a case research which analyzes the 
effect of '' Chain Of Relationships '' on the service quality of Hilton 
International Ankara .
Despite the technological advances , nothing will replace the 
"people" who make superior service possible in a service 
organization. Customer satisfaction , which is the only meaningful 
competitive advantage in service organizations , can not be achieved 
by only having good customer service. The service organizations 
M U S T move beyond good customer service and begin to build 
"Relationships" with their suppliers , employees, and customers 
These three participants are the key players in a service organization 
who create the quality service .
The chain of relationships analyzed here involves these three 
kinds of relationships and Hilton Ankara case is examined under the 
scope of these relationships . The Case study discusses the 
strategies performed by Hilton Ankara to achieve customer satisfaction 
in order to overcome competition .
From the interviews and observations , it seems that , even 
though Hilton Ankara Management try hard to achieve successful 
relationships with their suppliers for the supply of inputs , with their 
personnel for their quality performance , and with their customers to 
provide their needs and expectations , they still ignore some factors 
which cause dissatisfaction among customers . Those factors that 
cause dissatisfaction are further analyzed and some recommendations 
are given to the related departments to improve Hilton's service 
quality .
Keywords : Chain of relationships , Service Quality  ^ Customer 
Satisfaction
ÖZET
HİLTON INTERNATIONAL ANKARA : İLİŞKİLER ZİNCİRİNİN SERVİS 
KALİTESİNE ETKİSİ ÜZERİNE BİR ÇALIŞMA 
BEHİYE SERTAÇ
YÜKSEK LİSANS TEZİ. İŞLETME FAKÜLTESİ 
TEZ DANIŞMANI : DOÇ. DR. GÜLİZ GER
Bu çalışma Hilton Ankara Otelinin "İlişkiler Zincirinden " nasıl
yararlandığını ve servis kalitesinin bu zincirden nasıl etkilendiğini
incelemektedir .
Teknolojik gelişmelere rağmen hiçbirşey , servisi en iyiye
ulaştıran İNSANIN yerini tutamaz . Müşteriyi servis kalitesiyle tatmin
edebilmek için , sadece serviste iyi olmak yetmez . Servis
organizasyonları müşteriye verilen iyi servisten daha ileri gidip
satıcılarla, çalışan personelle ve müşterilerle uzun vadeli, ilişkiler 
kurmaya başlamalıdır .
Bu çalışmada analiz edilen ilişkiler zinciri de bu üç ilişkiyi 
içermektedir ve Hilton Ankara Otelinin müşterilerini tatmin etmek ve 
rakiplerinden üstün olmak için , bu " ilişkiler zinciri " doğrultusunda 
kullandığı stratejiler incelenmiş ve tartışılmıştır,
Hilton Ankaranın , satıcılarla , personeliyle ve müşterileriyle uzun 
vadeli ilişkiler kurduğu halde , müşterilerin tatmini için gerekli bazı 
faktörleri ihmal ettiği gözlemlenmiştir. Bu ihmallerin nelerden
kaynaklandığı araştırılmış ve ilgili departmanlara servis kalitesini 
arttırabilmeleri konusunda önerilerde bulunulmuştur.
Anahtar Kelimeler : İlişkiler Zinciri , Servis Kalitesi , Müşteri Tatmini
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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION
Services marketing has developed some interesting contributions to 
marketing during the past few years . Markets for services are dynamic, 
so marketing professionalism is needed to identify and keep in time with 
changing needs and expectations of companies and individuals 
(Chisnall,1992) . Service industries continue to face dramatic changes in 
their environment, ranging from developments in computerization and
telecommunications to the emergence of a global marketplace . Perhaps , 
the most significant trend - representing both a threat and an 
opportunity- is the increasingly competitive nature of the marketplace 
(Lovelock, 1991). This development requires increased emphasis on 
marketing for services .
Service businesses are increasingly recognizing that their marketing 
mix consists of P's that are , product , price , place, promotion and 
people ; and people is the most important P for services marketing 
(Kilter ,1991) . Internal Marketing is a concept which involves strategies 
relating to training and motivation of employees and intermediaries who 
work for the service organization. This is particularly important when 
employees are in contact with customers and thus are a part of the
product .
When hotel business is considered , especially in a five-star hotel,
both people-based and equipment or facility based attributes form the 
service product (Lovesick ,1991). Service businesses that are highly 
dependent on people attributes is actually more difficult to manage than
those that are primarily equipment based .
The importance of person-to-person interactions in service
organizations requires to build and maintain good relationships with
customers (Hilton ,1991). It is these relationship concept which highlighted
the study of Hilton International Ankara .
The term of relationship is not just limited with the customers .
The service businesses recognizes the importance of building relationships
with also their employees and suppliers . These three kinds of
relationships are analyzed in this study under the title of a model
(App. 3) ; "Chain of Relationships " . These chain of relationships is
crucial for every service business in order to provide customer satisfaction 
, through service quality . Customer satisfaction is the only meaningful 
competitive advantage for services , especially hotel businesses. One
satisfied guest means more satisfied ones due to word-of-mouth
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communication which is an effective , free of charge advertising tool for 
the hotel .
However , only believing that you are providing a quality service
and satisfying your customers is not a reliable conclusion. Customer
satisfaction needs measurement . Qualitative and quantitative research 
should be used to have a credible information. Otherwise , without 
knowing the customer expectations and suggestions about service quality , 
maximizing customer satisfaction is not possible . Therefore , if a 
company does not gave any effort to maximize satisfaction , it wall not 
be able to overcome competition. Hilton International Ankara is examined 
as the case here , to explore how the chain of relationships occur , 
are managed , and affect the service quality to achieve customer
satisfaction .
The literature review which focuses on the terms of service quality, 
customer satisfaction and services marketing is the coming chapter . 
Methodology and introduction to Hilton Ankara Case are the following 
chapters . Interviews and observations are the data collection methods for 
the study . Limitations exist due to the customer profile of the hotel 
who are very busy business people and who are not willing to answer
a detailed questionnaire. The Hilton Case continues , with the industrial 
buying process of the hotel . Discussed in detail here , are the major 
influences on the buying decision by the help of the industrial buying 
behavior model (App. 4) . The effect of the buyer-seller relationships on 
the service quality and the conformity between the Hilton's purchasing 
mission model and the theoretical model in App.4 are also analyzed .
Chapter six discusses the internal marketing strategies performed by
Hilton Ankara . These is the marketing to the personnel of the hotel in 
order to encourage them to provide quality service. Training and
development programs , together with motivation and incentive strategies 
are the basic internal marketing tools used in Hilton Ankara .
The case develops further by the analysis of the external marketing
( product , price , promotion mix ) which is used by the hotel to
promote its positioning strategy ; “ Quality Service " for " Customer 
Benefit " . The aim here is to analyze the type of relationships shared 
among Hilton and its customers which is necessary for the achievement 
of customer satisfaction .
The final chapter explains the guest satisfaction measurement 
techniques used by Hilton Ankara . The examples of complaints and 
ways used by the hotel personnel to solve them followed the discussion.
It seems from the interviews with Hilton customers and hotel personnel 
that , there are some complaints from the guests which are not 
mentioned by the hotel personnel . These final chapter deeply analyzes 
the reasons underlying these complaints and then continues with some 
recommendations and conclusion to the case study .
CHAPTER II. SERV1CES_ MARKETING , SERVICE QUALITY AND
CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
'■ Until recently , service firms lagged behind manufacturing firms in
their use of marketing in the past . There are several reasons why
service firms neglected marketing in the past .First , service businesses
were small ( shoe repair , barbershops ) and they do not use formal 
management or marketing techniques. Second , other service businesses 
like ( law and accounting firm ) formerly believed that it was 
unprofessional to use marketing . Third , service businesses like colleges,
hospitals faced so much demand until recently that they saw no need
for marketing" (Kotler,1991).
However , today there is a rapid development in the use of
marketing strategies in service sector due to the growth and intense
competition in this sector . The growth of service sector has been one
of the megatrends in America and also in other parts of the world
recently ( Heskett , Sasser and Hart , 1990 ) .
Furthermore , service businesses are more difficult to manage,
using only a traditional marketing . In a product business , the product
is fairly standardized and sits on the shelf waiting for the customer to
reach for it , pay and leave ( Kotler, 1991 ) . In a service business ,
there are more elements . Marketing differences between goods and 
services are emphasized by Lovelock, 1991 .
These differences are ;
1. Nature of the product :
A  service is not an object or a device like a good , B U T it
is a performance or an effort , Therefore , marketing a performance is
very different from attempting to market the physical object itself .
2. Customer involvement in the product :
Performing a service involves assembling and delivering the 
output of a mix of physical facilities and mental or physical labor. Often
customers are actively involved in helping to create the service product - 
either by serving themselves ( in a fast-food restaurant ) or by 
cooperating with service personnel in setting such as hair salon , hotels, 
colleges or hospitals .
3. People as part of the product :
In high contact services , customers not only come into 
contact with service personnel , they may also rub shoulders with other
customers . The difference between two service businesses often lies in 
the quality of employees who deliver the service .
4. Quality control problems :
Manufactured goods can be checked for conformance with
quality standards long before they reach the customer . However , when 
services are consumed as they are produced , final " assembly "
must take place under real-time conditions . As a result , mistakes and 
shortcomings are harder to cancel . Further variability is introduced by 
the presence of service personnel and other customers . These factors 
make it hard for service organizations to control quality and offer 
consistent product.
5. No inventories for services :
Since a service is a performance rather than a tangible item 
that the customer keeps , it can not be inventoried . The necessary 
equipment , facilities and labor can be held in readiness to create the 
service , but these simply represent the productive capacity , not the 
product itself .
6. Importance of time factor :
Many services are delivered in real time . Customers have to
be present to receive service from airlines , hotels , hospitals and many
other types of organizations . There are limits as to how long customers 
are willing to be kept waiting for service to be provided .
7. Different distribution channels :
Unlike manufacturing firms , which require physical distribution
channels for moving goods from factory to customers , service businesses 
often find themselves responsible for managing customer- contact
personnel . They may also have to manage the consumption behavior of 
customers who enter the service factory to ensure that the operation
runs smoothly .
These unique traits greatly affect the way a service firm designs 
its marketing strategy and organization . Relationships and interactions are 
of central importance . The emphasis is on person-to-person interaction
and the fact that marketing , productivity , delivery , consumption , 
service quality and development are partly carried out in direct interaction 
with the customer .
Employees are in constant contact with customers and can create
good or bad impressions. Therefore, service marketing requires not only 
4P traditional external marketing but two other marketing thrusts , namely
internal marketing and interactive marketing (Kotler, 1991).
External marketing describes the normal work done by the company 
to prepare , price , distribute and promote the service to customers . 
Internal marketing .describes the work done by the company to train 
and motivate its internal customers , namely its customer-contact 
employees and supporting service personnel to work as a team to
provide customer satisfaction (Kotler,1991).
Interactive marketing describes the employee's skill in handling 
customer contact In services marketing , the service quality is 
enmeshed with the service deliverer ( Kotler , 1991 ).
Like any other business , it is important for service organizations 
to manage these marketing strategies in order to achieve C U S TO M ER  
SA TIS F A C TIO N  ."If you manage a business function you are responsible 
for the contribution it makes to the satisfaction of all of your customers. 
Even if you never see a customer , customers see you through the 
contribution you make to their satisfaction " (Hanan and Karp , 1989).It 
is only the beginning to make customers satisfied . The organization 
must manage it , maximize it and make it the way of life for their 
business .
" When you manufacture a satisfied customer , you make a 
source of profit for yourself. You make that customer a seller of your 
products and services , someone who will sell for you by reference " 
(Hanan and Karp ,1989) .
The term word-of-mouth-communication should be pointed out here . 
The satisfied customer who will sell a firm by reference , is a strong 
communication tool for that firm . Consumers view word-of-mouth 
communication as reliable and trustworthy information , which can help 
people to make better buying decisions (Loudon and Della Bitta ,1988). 
A  satisfied customer will talk positively to others and this personal 
influence can be quite convincing . Word-of-mouth communication , in 
contrast to the mass media , can provide social support and give a
stamp of approval to a purchase (Loudon and Della Bitta , 1988)
Therefore , the importance of a satisfied customer to a service 
organization can clearly be recognized from this perspective as well .
Profit is also a necessary tool for service organizations to supply 
more supplementary services to overcome competition . Profitability and
customer loyalty go hand in hand (Heskett, 1990) and furthermore , only 
a satisfied customer can be a loyal customer for the organization . It 
costs less to serve repeat customers , because there is a start up cost
associated with most new customers. Luxury hotel chains , such as Four 
Season hotels , collect information over time that encourage loyalty. This 
effort must be amortized over repeated quest visits to its hotels (Sasser, 
1990) .
In service organizations customer satisfaction goes through service
quality . Parasuraman , ZeithamI , and Berry formulated a service-quality
model that highlights the main requirements for delivering the expected 
service quality (App . 1 )
The key is to meet or exceed the target customer's service quality
expectations . Their expectations are formed by their past experiences ,
word of mouth and service firm advertising . The customer chooses 
providers on this basis and after receiving the service , they compare
the perceived service with the expected service . If and only if the
perceived service meets or exceeds their expectations , they are satisfied 
with the service and are apt to use the same provider again . This
model identifies firm gaps that cause unsuccessful service delivery .
These gaps are :( Kotler , 1991 ) .
I.G a p  Between Consumer Expectation and Management
Perception:
Management does not always perceive correctly what customers 
want or how customers judge the service components .
2. Gap Between Management Perception and Service Quaiity 
Specification :
Management might not set quality standards or very clear ones; 
or they might be clear or unrealistic ; or they might be clear and
realistic, but management might not be fully committed to enforcing this 
quality level .
3. Gap Between Service Quality Specifications and Service 
Delivery :
Many factors affect service delivery . The personnel might be 
poorly trained or overworked . Their morale might be low . There might 
be equipment breakdowns . Those handling operations typically drive for 
efficiency , and sometimes this runs counter to a drive for customer 
satisfaction .
4. Gap Between service Delivery and External Communication :
Consumers expectations are affected by promises made by the 
service provider's communications .
5. Gap Between Perceived Service and Expected Service :
This gap results when one or more of the pervious gaps occur.
It becomes clear why service providers have a hard time delivering the 
expected service quality .
Therefore , it is a M U ST for a service organization to minimize
the gaps mentioned in the service quality model to have satisfied 
customers . In doing so , the service provider should know the 
dimensions used by the customers to evaluate service quality .
The most extensive research into service quality is user based 
(Lovelock ,1991) . User based quality definition , points out that , quality 
lies in the eyes of the beholder ; the customers equate quality with
maximum satisfaction . This subjective , demand-oriented perspective 
recognizes that different customers have different wants and needs 
(Lovelock , 1991).
ZeithamI , Berry , and Parasuram identified 10 criteria (App.2) used 
by consumers in evaluating service quality (Lovelock, 1991) . They found
that consumers use basically similar criteria regardless of the type of
service . Some of the criteria found are ; access , communication , 
credibility , responsiveness, and security .
These dimensions can be used by different service organizations to 
help them decide on their customers needs , and expectations . By 
searching for different questions which can be raised by their customers 
and finding solutions for these questions, will lead the service
organizations to achieve satisfied customers . Satisfaction of all customers
who have different wants and expectations is not easy to achieve . 
Mistakes can always take place in service organizations which are 99%
operated by human beings and not by machines . Therefore personal 
relationships and interactions with service personnel and customers , gain 
importance in service organizations more than manufacturing firms .
However , a service organization is not only a seller , it is also a 
buyer of many supplies , equipment , services and other necessities .It 
becomes an industrial buyer and also needs to have close relationships 
with many vendors.
Under the light of this information , three kinds of relationships in a 
service organization can be listed .
These are : 1. Relationships with vendors
2. Relationships with personnel and employees
3. Relationships with customers
These relationships are very important for the service organizations to 
achieve their ultimate objective which is ; CUSTOMER SATISFACTION  
through quality service .
The literature reviewed has mainly focused on the concept of 
relationship marketing which has been analyzed as the chain of
relationships taken place basically in a service organization . Furthermore, 
customer satisfaction which is the ultimate objective of every firm is
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taken into consideration in the literature review and the effects of the 
chain of relationships on service quality is analyzed .
11.1 R ELA TlO IiSH IP  M ARKETING
Relationship marketing concept aims to have loyal customers . 
Servicing and selling existing customers is viewed to be just as important 
to long-term marketing success as acquiring new customers (Berry , 
1983). Good service is necessary to retain the relationship and good 
selling is necessary to enhance it . The marketing mind-set is that ; the 
attraction of the new customers is merely the first step in the marketing 
process , cementing the relationship , transforming indifferent customers 
into loyal ones, serving customers as clients - this is marketing too 
(Gummesson , 1987).
Although smaller than one would expect , a body of literature 
relating to the idea of relationship marketing is developing . Berry , 1983 
emphasizes relationship marketing as , attracting , maintaining and in 
multi-service organizations , enhancing customer relationships . He also 
discusses some principal relationship marketing strategies available to 
service organizations . Czep'iel (1990) points out that the marketing of 
services is especially sensitive to the relationship between customer and 
suppliers . Keiser (1988) emphasizes the importance of negotiation with 
customers . Gummesson (1987) places emphasis on relationships and 
interactions in marketing and discusses about the new marketing theory 
which puts importance on the development of long-term interactive
relationships.
The practice of relationship marketing is most applicable to a 
service firm when each of the following conditions exists (Berry, 1983) :
11
1. There is an ongoing or periodic desire for the service on the 
part of the service customer.
2. The service customer controls the selection of the service
supplier.
3. There are alternative service suppliers , and customer switching 
from one to another is common .
These conditions are actually quite prevalent . Relatively , few 
service firms sell "on-time" services and in most service situations the 
customer both controls the choice process and has alternatives from 
which to choose. When these conditions do exist , the opportunity to not 
just attract customers but to build relationships with them is present . 
Required here , are specific strategies that differentiate the service from
competitive offerings on dimensions that are meaningful to customers ,
and difficult for competitors to duplicate (Ryans and Wittink ,1977).
The concept of relationship marketing is analyzed in this study as
the " Chain of Relationships " (App. 3) which directly affects the service 
quality and finally the customer satisfaction. This analysis focuses not just 
on the relationships with the customers but with the suppliers as well .
The first part of the chain is the relationships with customers .
The term " customer " to a service organization means two different
kin !s of people ; one is the external customer who buys goods and 
services and the other is the internal customer, who is the employees 
and service personnel of the organization . The marketing to the 
customer is external marketing and the marketing to the internal customer 
is internal marketing . Internal marketing is relevant to virtually all 
organizations , but especially important for labor intensive service 
organizations .
The second part of the chain is a way of looking at the other
side of the coin . Business organizations not only sell , they also buy
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and become an industrial buyer rather than being a supplier .When 
service organizations are considered , this approach is also valid 
Therefore , this time the buyer-seller relationships gain importance in 
another way . The relationships with vendors come into discussion and 
industrial buying behavior gain importance .
Therefore , the chain of relationships is a simple model involving 
three basic relationships which directly affect service quality , and as a 
result customer satisfaction . These three basic relationships are ;
1. Relationship with suppliers
2. Internal Customer Relationships ( Internal Marketing )
3. External Customer Relationships ( External Marketing )
11.1.1 e a s i  e a b i  q e  t h e
EXTERNAL MARKETING
C H A IÎL :
Many service firms are vulnerable to customer loss due to 
increasing competition . When it comes to marketing , many service 
firms devote most of their resources to attracting new customers . But,
firms benefit by keeping valued customers as well as by attracting new 
ones .
Assuming equality in customer attractiveness , the firm that 
attracts 100 new customers and loses 20 existing customers for a net 
gain of 80 customers is better than a firm attracting 130 new customers 
but losing 60 for a net gain of 70 . Only one unsatisfied and lost
customer means minimum of 20 more unsatisfied customers due
tonegative word of mouth, and this number will continue to grow on and
on .
The quality of relationship as well as the quality of the service is
the result of efforts from both sides . The marketing that takes place
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during interactions , basically the type of relationship is often the most 
important , sometimes even the only marketing that a service company 
does .
" Successful salespeople understand the importance of long-term
customer connections . The size of their paycheck is determined to a 
large extent by their ability to develop sound , lasting relationships with 
enough customer " . Former Vice President of Marketing describes the 
IBM strategy in this way (Berry ,1983 ).The importance of long-term 
customer connections is emphasized by many authors and possible
relationship marketing strategies are considered in the development of
relationship marketing plan (Berry L  ,1982 ; Ryans Witt'ink ,1977) 
These strategies are explained briefly below and are also discussed in 
the case study .
1. Core Service Strategy :
It is the design and marketing of a “ core service " around which
a customer relationship can be established . The ideal core service is
one that attracts new customers through its need-meeting character , 
cements the business through the quality , multiple parts , and long-term 
nature , and provides a base for the selling of additional services over
time (Berry , 1982 ).
2. Customizing the Relationship :
This strategy emphasizes learning about the specific characteristics 
and requirements of individual customers , and then capturing these data 
for use . By this way , service firms can more precisely tailor service
to the situation at hand. In doing so, they provide their customer an 
incentive to remain as customers rather than " starting over " with other
suppliers . If the customer receives custom service from company A but
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not from company B - and If receiving custom service is valued by the 
customer - then the customer Is less likely to leave company A for B 
than would otherwise be the case (Berry , 1982).
" Into the service to 
For meaningful service
3. Service Augmentation :
This strategy Involves building "extras 
differentiate It from competitive offerings 
differentiation to occur , the extras must be genuine extras - that Is , 
not readily available from competitors - that are valued by customers . 
When this Is the case , customer loyalty Is encouraged ( Berry , 1982).
4. Relationship Pricing :
An old marketing Idea - a better price for better customers -forms 
the basis of relationship pricing . Relationship pricing means , pricing 
services to encourage relationships . Customers are given a price 
incentive to consolidate much or all of their business with one supplier.
These strategies are not totally Independent of one another and 
can be used in combination . A firm might use all of them 
simultaneously , The common element In all relationship marketing 
strategies is the incentive the customer is given to remain a customer . 
The customer will only remain as a customer If and only if he/she Is 
satisfied . The quality of service plays an Important role here again .
From the service quality model (App.1) , it can be observed that 
external communications to consumers affect percleved service by the 
consumers as well . Therefore , relational quality Is also an Important 
aspect to consider . Since , In service organizations the unique 
competence the marketing people have, is the relations to customers , 
quality of this relationships is very valuable for customer satisfaction .
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The marketing strategy used in service organizations is not only 
limited to the external marketing strategy which is mainly the marketing
to the customers , B U T also Internal marketing Is an Important tool , 
which Is the marketing to employees and service personnel.
III.1.2 INTERNAL MARKEI1N_G
Besides being part of the chain of relationships , Internal 
marketing Is also considered as a relationship marketing strategy (Berry , 
1983) . The concept of Internal marketing brings customer-supplier
relationships Inside the firm . In service firms, where the Interface with
the customer Is particularly broad and Intense , It Is essential that all 
contact personnel are well attuned to the mission , goals , strategies 
and systems of the company . Otherwise , they cannot represent their 
firm well .
Internal Marketing stresses that , human resources are key factor 
In the development and maintenance of a successful service business 
(Gummesson , 1987) . Efficient Internal marketing becomes a prerequisite
for efficient external marketing . Large service organizations can use a 
number of marketing tools , similar to those directed to external
customers, to motivate employees and Intermediaries to adhere to 
desired standards . This Is particularly Important when employees are In 
contact with the customers and thus are a part of the product (Lovelock, 
1991).
Internal marketing Is especially Important for labor Intensive
organizations . In these organizations , the quality of services sold Is 
determined In large measure by the skills and work attitude of the
personnel producing the services (Berry , 1980) . Just as marketing
research procedures can be used to Identify needs, wants and
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attitudes In the external marketplace can be used for the same
purposes in the internal marketplace .
Communications to explain policies or improve cooperation , can 
take place on a personal basis (as in personal selling) or through some 
form of impersonal medium , such as company magazine, direct mail or 
video taped presentation. The use of internal marketing is particularly 
appropriate when significant changes are taking place in how specific 
services are created and delivered or when new services are being
introduced (Lovelock , 1991).
Since in service organizations more than 90% of operations are 
carried out by human beings , it is essential for the company to satisfy 
its employees and service personnel first, in order to achieve customer 
satisfaction through service quality . Quality improvement requires better 
employee selection , traning , supervision and motivation , which is
namely internal marketing .
In essence , internal marketing involves creating an organizational
climate in general , and job-products in particular that lead to the right 
service personnel performing the right service in the right way . This 
will be achieved by satisfying employees and service personnel through
training , motivating ( by giving incentives , rewards and etc..) , forming
good relations and understanding their needs and wants . When internal 
customers perform well , the likelihood of external customers continuing 
to buy is increased . In other words , this means that they are 
satisfied .
The employees and personnel of a service organization are an 
input to that company . Unfortunately , a service organization needs 
many other inputs to perform its operations and mainly to give service
to its customers . Therefore , service firms have a purchasing
department which maintains all the companies needs by forming
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relationships with the suppliers . Actually , these purchases need an
industrial buying decision which is made under many influences . In 
order to give a quality service to its customers , service organizations 
need various kinds of inputs at the right time , at the right quantity , 
at the right price , from the right supplier . In order to achieve this 
goal the purchasing department should have good and long-term
relationships with the suppliers .
11.1.3 RELATIONSHIPS WITH SUPPLIERS
- THE OTHER SIDE OF THE COIN -
Business organizations not only sell ; they also buy vast amounts
of raw materials , manufactured parts , installations , accessory
equipment and supplies . Organizations buy goods and services , food 
and beverages to satisfy a variety of goals ; making profit reducing 
cost, meeting employee needs , satisfying legal obligations , improving 
service quality and satisfying customers .
Organizational buyer operates primarily on the basis of rational 
criteria of cost , product quality and delivery (Assael, 1987).Despite its 
similarities , organizational buyer behaviour is different from consumer 
behaviour in several ways .
Organizational buyer behaviour is generally a group decision 
process, several people playing different roles may be involved and these 
individuals represents a decision making unit called the buying center . 
In consumer behaviour the concepts have focused on individual as the 
unit of analysis.
Technical complexity is frequently involved in organizational buying. 
The interdependence between buyer and seller is likely to be greater in 
organizational buying and the buyer may have fewer alternatives for a
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given Item . A negotiation process is more likely to take place because 
of the greater need for interaction between buyer and seller ; as a
result personal selling assumes more importance . The postpurchase is 
likely to be more important in organizational buying , because of the
necessity for installation , service calls and warranty . Organizational 
buyers are much more likely to require sellers to design products to 
meet specifications .
A  model of organizational buyer behaviour which shows the major 
influences on industrial buyers is analyzed (App. 4) to explore how the 
relationship with suppliers occurs and affects service quality (App.5).
Expectations of buyers about suppliers or brands are the key
component of the model The more positive the expectations about
performance the more likely the supplier or brand will be selected. 
Buyer's expectations are based on background of the individual buyer, 
nature and source of information and the buyer's perceptions of the
suppliers and the brand . Evaluation of information is selective and 
decision makers from different departments operate on different goals and 
values , so they are likely to evaluate the same information differently .
The industrial buying process and ultimately the final decision
regarding a supplier or brand will be influenced by several factors .
Rrst, the buyer's expectations which represent the sum of the individual 
influences on the buying decision . Second , is the nature of the
product choice ;whether it is a new buy , modified or straight rebuy .
The related factor is the risk associated with the decision . The risk is
likely to be greater in selecting a new product . Third , is the
organizational factors ; objectives , policies , procedures and
organizational structure will influence the decision . The situational and 
environmental factors also affect the decision process and outcome . A
recession will increase the level of risk in decision and possibly
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increase the power of cost conscious purchasing agents compared to 
quality conscious engineers.
The model takes account of the fact that the decision may be 
individual or joint . Whether the decision is individual or joint depends 
on the nature of the decison process . If risk is high , the decision is 
more likely to be made by buying center because greater diversity of 
opinion is warranted .
The final element in the model is the evaluation of the decision . 
Post purchase evaluation will affect future expectations of buyers and the 
organization evaluate the decision based on performance criteria 
Personal criteria may lead different individuals in the organization to 
interprète the same experience differently . Furthermore , personal criteria 
has its effects when the roles of members of the buying center is 
considered . There are six roles mentioned ; user , influencer , buyer , 
decider , approvers , and gatekeeper .
User : People who will use the product or service . In many cases 
the user will initiate the buying proposal and help define the product 
specifications .
Influencer : People who influence the buying decision . Often help 
define the specifications and also provide information for evaluating 
alternatives.
Decider : People who decide on the product requirements and/ or 
on supplies .
A pprovers : People who authorize the proposed action of deciders 
or buyers .
Buyer : People with formal authority for selecting the supplier and 
arranging the terms of purchase .
Gatekeeper : People who have the power to prevent seller or 
information from reaching members of the buying center .
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All the members of the buying center have important roles not 
only in selecting a product and a supplier but also in building close
relationships with suppliers that will transpire over time.
Both parties ; buyers and sellers , have relational expectations ,
and ” trust " is an important concept in understanding expectations for
cooperation and planning in a relational contact . Each party's
satisfaction with the other's role performance , starts when there is 
continual increase in the benefits obtained by exchange partners .
Most of the organizations do not want to treat buyer -seller 
exchanges as discrete events which are characterized by very limited 
communications and narrow content . Instead they want to have 
relational exchanges which transpires over time and reduce uncertainity , 
and include exchange efficiency and social satisfaction (Dwyer. 1987) . 
Organizations want to reduce uncertainity in the buying decision . They
can buy from the same vendor or gather more information about 
alternative vendor performance to reduce uncertainty .
The strategy to buy from the same vendor reguires to have 
positive postpurchase evaluation of the vendors . One of the studies 
showed that buyers do not always rely on objective factors such as 
price , delivery date , and service but prior relationships may be more 
important than the supplier's capabilities (Assael, 1987) .
It is for sure that , in service organizations , service quality is 
the only weapon to satisfy customers . Unfortunately , without on time , 
cost effective and quality supply of equipment , food and beverage , 
and supplies , service firms will not be able to give service. Therefore, 
having close relationships with suppliers enables the organization to 
provide the customers the quality service they want , at the right place, 
at the right time.
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Building and maintaining good relationships with suppliers also 
saves time in the buying process . Because , the post evaluation of 
the supplier which affects buyer expectations , will always be positive 
and this in return will directly affect the industrial buying decision and 
finally the outcome .
Going back to the effect of chain of relationships on the service
quality , it is obvious that industrial buying process which is explained 
by the help of the model , has got importance on the service quality . 
In order to get quality inputs for quality service , good relationships with 
suppliers are necessary for a service firm . Buyer - seller relationship is 
as important as the internal and also external relationships a service 
organization has for its marketing purposes . Without inputs going into 
the organization through purchasing department at the right time , right 
place , right quality and from the right supplier and at the right price , 
there will not be any output served to the customers. The result is NO
BUSINESS .
It can be concluded from this literature survey that , there are
mainly three kinds of relationships that a service organization considers 
in its operations . The term " chain of relationships " is used to 
emphasize this relationships which are external , internal and
relationships with suppliers (App. 3). The effect of this chain of
relationships on service quality and the link with customer satisfaction
which is the ultimate objective of every firm are discussed . It seems 
that , the terms ; customer satisfaction, service quality and the chain of
relationships are tied to each other with strong bonds in a service
organization .
A  case study is done to explore how the chain of relationships 
occur , are managed and effect the service quality , to get maximum
satisfaction .
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CHAPTER III. METfcLODQLQGY
In this section , the cHscussion Is on the methodology of the
research conducted which also forms the structure and logic of the case 
study.
The prime reason for a case research , on the concept of 
'■ Chain of Relationships" (App.3) and their effect on the service quality, 
Is to Increase understanding of how and why these relationships occur, 
and are managed . What are the contents , and outcomes of 
Interactions of people Involved In real-life service marketing?
The case research design Is based on exploratory and descriptive 
studies . A  literature survey was made as the first stage of the
exploratory study which helped the researcher to formulate specific
questions and also achieve new Insights Into the problem situation . 
Obtaining Information from knowledgeable persons , who are hotel 
personnel and also customers Is a complement to the use of secondary 
Information . Interviews were organized with the hotel personnel 
customers and suppliers to obtain qualitative data . Since the aim of 
the descriptive study Is to provide answers to specific questions , It
was planned carefully and structured-direct Interviews were made .
The case approach Involves a long period of Intimate study and 
residence In the organization , employing a wide range of observational 
techniques (Woodslde , 1990). These Include prolonged face-to-face
contact with members of each department and direct participation In
some of the activities . The end results are detailed description of
actual stream of behavior , Interactions and decisions .
The term "validity" In the case approach refers to occuracy of
the observations , and recordings of streams of behaviors. Validity Is 
achieved, through several methods ; by using different observers ,
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different research methods ( observations .interviews, document analysis ) 
and by observing / recording multiple time periods and multiple cases 
(Woods!de ,1990) .
In this study in order to Increase validity , interviews with hotel 
personnel , customers and suppliers were made . Non-participative
observations were made by two observers ( me and my fiance') and 
participative observation at the purchasing department was made by 
myself. The non-participant observations were made at multiple time 
periods , at different locations within the hotel . There was a limitation 
for the document analysis due to Hilton's organizational policy , however 
the hotel management tried to supply me with as much information as 
possible.
In order to increase reliability of the research ,the errors that can 
arise due to the nature of the individual questions (e.g.,a structure , 
wording , etc.) during interviews tried to be minimized and also the
people observed were not informed about the observation . The
inaccuracy errors tried to be eliminated by organizing the interview
questions so that .the respondents would not give only a "Yes" or "No"
answer (Green.Tull and Albaum , 1988). There can be differences
between the respondent answer and his/her actual intentions . The 
sources of this inaccuracy may be the unwillingness of the respondent 
to provide the desired information. The most common reason for
respondent unwillingness is the result of the time, required to make the
information available. Both Hilton personnel and customers staying at the 
hotel are busy people, so the timing of the interviews and formation of
the questions were planned beforehand .
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Problem Definition
Problem ; " How the Chain of Relationships affect the service 
quality of Hilton International Ankara, to achieve maximum customer 
satisfaction "
The methods used for data collection In the case study must find 
the correct answers to the following questions which are also defined as 
research questions.
Questions ;
_  What is the Industrial buying process of Hilton International 
Ankara and the effect of this process on the service quality ?
_  What are the Internal marketing strategies of Hilton International 
Ankara and the effect of these strategies on the service quality ?
_  What Is the external marketing strategy of Hilton International 
Ankara ( product , price , promotion mix ) and the effect of this
strategy on the service quality ?
_  To  what extent are the relationship marketing strategies applied 
In Hilton International Ankara ?
_  What Is the methodology of customer satisfaction measurement 
In Hilton International Ankara ?
Sample
Depth is prefered over width In the case approach 
(Mlntzberg,1977). Keeping this in mind , and also considering the 
limitations of the general characteristics of the respondents staying at the 
hotel who are mainly busy business people , a small sample of 11
customers were Interview at different locations of the hotel .
Since this time limitation of the respondents (customers) staying at 
the hotel can cause an Inaccuracy error (Chlsnall ,1992) due to
unwillingness of the respondents to provide Information , another sample
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of 15 people who are Hilton customers but not staying at the hotel was 
also interviewed . 5 of the respondents are from Bllkent University MBA 
class who visited Hilton for dinner or ,for tea time or ,for a party , 3 
of them are from M ETU Business Administration and Economy classes 
who also visited the hotel for the same reason as the Bllkent MBA's 
and 7 are my parents' friends who have experiences at the Banqueting 
Department or have a Hilton Gold Card. This sample was Interviewed 
for a longer time (about 30-50 minutes each) than the other customers 
staying at the hotel . Another sample of 15 people , who are mainly 
department managers and assistant managers of different departments, Is 
also interviewed for a longer time period than the customers (Table 3).
The observations lasted for five days of the week Including 
weekend which enabled to examine the performance of bellboys ,
doormen , walters/waltresses and security people (Table 5).
Data Collection Methods
Qualitative data obtained from several Interviews and direct and
participant observations provided the answers to the questions mentioned 
above . Besides, some quantitative data which was collected by 
secondary data search , also contributed to the qualitative approach.
Questionnaire was not used as a research Instrument because 
neither the customers nor the hotel personnel would like to answer a 
list of questions due to their time limitation . That kind of method 
would also be boring and also not many people would be willing to
answer the questionnaire . Instead personal Interviewing was used to
minimize non-response by forming a friendly atmosphere and permitting 
greater flexibility . More freedom Is provided for adapting and Interpreting 
questions as the situation requires (Green,Tull and Albaum ,1988).
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INTEBVIEWS
Interviews made with the hotel guests staying at the hotel were
short in time to minimize the disturbance (Table 1). Eleven guests were 
interviewed In different parts of the hotel , the majority being
businesspeople . The Interviews started with a brief explanation of the 
purpose of the study . Then , some open ended questions were asked
to the quests related to their jobs .reason for their visit, reason for
their choice of Hilton hotel , and etc. Considering the time limitation to
draw up a conclusion .the final questions were directly related to the
quests perceptions and degree of satisfaction for the Hilton's overall
service quality. Questions like ; Can you give an example of your
dissatisfaction from any type of the service within the hotel ? Can you
comment on the overall service quality of Hilton Ankara ? There was 
also a question asking whether they will prefer Hilton Ankara In the
coming visits . The evaluation of Interviews mainly drew the position of 
HIA In the customers mind .
Interviews made with the 15 more customers of Hilton who are
not the ones staying at the hotel were longer In time (Table 2). These
are unstractured-dlrect Interviews . The 5 respondent who are from
Bllkent University are Interviewed as a group at the researcher's house 
while they were having a visit and the 3 from M ETU were Interviewed 
at a restaurant while all of us having a dinner . These are depth
Interviews and the respondents were encouraged to talk freely about
his/her associations and feelings related to the service quality of Hilton .
Interviews made with 15 hotel personnel , especially with
department managers , marketing and purchasing department staff, were
longer In time and better structured by well defined questions (Table 3).
Interviews started by Indicating the purpose of the study and then by
asking questions relating to each department job characteristics . After
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getting enough information on these topics, questions relating to the 
problem defined for the hotel were asked. Some questions are as 
follows :
What Is the job description for the department ?
What Is the mission for that department and what Is(are) the 
Influences facing them In achieving their mission?
What type of relationships do they share with other departments?
What kind of relationships do they share with their personnel? 
( Asked to the managers )
What they think about motivation and training of the personnel? If 
these are important ,how they manage to do this ?
Are they pleased with the training and motivation strategies of
Hilton Management ?
After expallnlng the term "Relationship Marketing " and "Chain of
relationships " a question was asked ; What do they think about this 
concept ? How Hilton manage such relationships ?
What do they think about service quality of Hilton and What Is
the Importance of customer satisfaction to them ?
What strategies does Hilton apply to Increase service quality and 
customer satisfaction ?
These interviews mainly clarified the situation of the chain of 
relationships In HIA and the understanding of service quality Inside the 
organization .
Interviews made to the 7 major suppliers of HIA were longer In
time also (Table 4). The effect of buyer-seller relationship to the 
industrial buying process was the main point to capture In these
interviews .Some of the questions asked to these respondents were ;
How long have they been In that business ?
How long have they been working with Hilton Ankara ?
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Why do they prefer to work with Hilton Ankara ?
What does business ethics mean to them ?
All the Interviews were tape recorded in order to save time.
OBSERVATIONS
Observations were the back bone of this qualitative study , since 
they enabled finding the descrepancies existing between how customers 
say and behave as well as how the hotel management idealize and
actualize their service quality .
Observations made at different parts of the hotel, in four different
time gaps of the day , arranged according to the guest density in day 
time , and continued for one week (Table 5).
Both direct and participative observations were made . Direct
observations were made by two observers (me and my fiance') at 
different parts of the hotel . The observers were acted as if they were
a customer or someone who is looking for somebody else . These 
observations were made basically in order to obtain information about 
the actual service of the hotel and then make a comparison with the 
information gathered from the personnel of the hotel .Participative 
observation was made by the researcher at the Purchasing Department 
for one week , to obtain deeper information about the buying process of 
the hotel which is one of the major chapters of the study .
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CHAPTER IV HILTON INTERNATIONAL ANKARA
A growing part of international trade is taking place in services in
addition to goods . In fact , the world market for services is growing
x l double the rate of world merchandise trade (Kotler , 1991) .Within 
his new perspective of the world trade , this case study tries to focus
>n the complex relationship marketing of a global service firm , Hilton
nternational Ankara .
Among many other types of service businesses , hotel business 
fits best for this case study with its perfect organizational factors 
matching the requirements of the study . These factors are
(Heskett,Sasser and Hart, 1990) ;
- Hotel business provides a perfect interaction between , 
customers vs personnel , 
management vs supplier ,
personnel vs management , which are quite essential for the 
analysis of the chain of relationships in the scope of this study .
Hotel business is not a nonprofit service business like
hospitals , governmental universities and many others All the 
relationships inside is to maximize profit , as well as to maximize 
customer satisfaction.
Hotel business permits information flow to individual
researchers without strict obligations , unlike many other service 
business firms ; banking , accounting , management consulting , 
insurance and law.
When the question arises why the researcher has chosen Hilton 
International Ankara for this case study , there comes some other 
several factors affecting this choice. Firstly , this case study requires a
hotel location near Ankara , to permit easy communication and arrival of
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the researcher. Secondly , the chosen hotel must fit the factors
mentioned above valid for the hotel businesses Thirdly , the hotel 
must have an Image of premium service quality , In order to perform 
the analysis and to examine whether they try to maximize customer 
satisfaction .
After an analysis of the three major factors above , three hotels 
seemed to fit all . These were ;
- Hilton International Ankara
- Sheraton Ankara
- Büyük Ankara Hotel
At this point the researcher determined some extra factors which
would make It easier to select one of the hotels above. These were ;
- The hotel should be a part of an International chain which will
permit the researcher to discuss several effects of this on customer
satisfaction throughout the case study
- The hotel should be the one In operation for some time , to
enable the researcher study at a well organized , more stable firm.
These last two personal factors pointed out that , Hilton
International Ankara was the best of the last three five star hotels to 
match all of the selection criteria .
In 1919 " Hilton ■' was first introduced in America as the
name of a company , called Conrad Hilton . Rve years later , its 
first hotel Carabi Hilton was built in Porterico . This original big
company then got split up into two different companies in 1964; one is
American based which is Hilton Corporation ,and the other is British
owned but International ; which is Hilton International .
Transworld Airlines was in charge of Hilton International until
Ladbroke ( Basicly a Racing Corporation which also deals with home 
improvement retail business ;Texas Homecare ) acquired the company.
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Hilton IS not only a uniquely strong brand name to add to Ladbrokes 
and Texas Homecare ; but it has also brought a truly international 
dimension to the Group .
October 1992 marked five years since Ladbroke acquired 
Hilton and these five years have been a time of change , of growth 
said the Vice President of Hilton Int. It was the first international hotel 
company into Europe and the first to establish hotels in Asia and Japan 
too .The group is continuing to expand in England and abroad and has 
in objective of establishing a presence at major airports around the 
vorld .
The Group has got 156 hotels in 50 countries and aim is to
reach 200 hotels by the end of the decade .
The objectives of HI which form the basis of their strategy are ;
To  safe-guard long-term brand image
- To  ensure that Hilton hotels maintain their market position 
by providing quality service .
The frequent business travellers are their main target and Hilton
hotels aim to build and maintain long-term relationships 
with their guests , They also have an objective to satisfy their guests 
through service quality .
Hilton is raising its flag around the world because of its 
"Growing Globally " strategy . It was thirty years ago that Hilton flag 
was first seen in Turkey at Istanbul Hilton .By 1988 , the second one 
came with the opening of Ankara Hilton , followed by Mersin Hilton and 
four star Parksa Hilton in Istanbul . The opening of the Izmir property 
brings to five the number of Turkish hotels operated by Hilton
International .
Istanbul Hilton is the national head office of the Turkish 
Hiltons and its general manager is responsible of both Turkish and
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Middle East Hiltons . Each Hilton in Turkey Is managed individually and 
IS also responsible to the Area Manager at Istanbul Hilton . Ankara 
Hilton was the first international hotel in Ankara at the date of its 
opening , in 1988 . After three years ,in June 1991 another globally 
international hotel ; Sheraton entered to the Ankara market .
From that date onwards ,a though competition has started between
the two hotels . This was mainly because ;
-  Both hotels belong to International Hotel Chains
- Both hotels try to provide quality service and brand image
- Both hotels are the only ones above 300 room capacity in the 
city
- Both hotels are at the same class , 5 star .
The number of business people having business in Ankara is 
i neresi ng rapidly due to the latest public and private international
relations. Therefore , the number of hotels , especially the 3 star ones 
are also increasing , because of this potential market (App.6).
Hilton Ankara , Sheraton Ankara and Büyük Ankara Hotel have got
a gentlemen agreement . Everyday , they inform each other about their 
occupancy rates (App.7), and they also know each other's room rates by 
just giving a call like a customer .
Büyük Ankara Hotel has sometimes higher occupancy rates than 
Hilton and Sheraton . However , this does not actually mean that , 
Büyük Ankara has higher occupancy than the two international hotels. 
Büyük Ankara has got around 100 rooms whereas , Hilton and Sheraton 
has over 300 rooms .Therefore , only a comparison between Hilton and
Sheraton will be a reliable result for occupancy rates. Each year , Hilton 
management prepare their budget and this involves a prediction of room, 
food and beverage , banqueting revenues and all kinds of expences for
the following year . When the revenues of Hilton is considered , the
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management Indicated that Hilton Ankara is above budget for room
revenues B U T below budget at banqueting . This Is mainly due to 
Sürmeli Hotel's two new ballrooms which are cheaper than Hilton's . 
Last year , a lot of banqueting revenue came from Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs . When Sürmeli was redone and had two cheaper ballrooms , 
most of the functions started to take place at Sürmeli. Besides , the 
death of President Turgut Özal cost more than 20,000 dollars In
banqueting department within two days because of the canceled functions.
The revenue figures can not be obtained from the Ministry of 
Tourism because they say, these are confidential figures . Besides, the 
igures given by the Hilton Sales Department was found to have some 
nconslstencles with the occupancy rates , therefore the room revenues 
an not be given In this study .
Hilton Personnel Indicates that the only weapon they have got In 
his business to overcome competition Is to have B E TTE R  Q U A LITY
SERVICE . This will lead to SATISFIED C U STO M ER S and as a result 
P R O FIT for the hotel . " Without any profit , you have NO BUSINESS" 
they say . Hilton personnel try to achieve the quality service by putting 
emphasis on their buying process , on their training and development 
and motivation programmes and also on their relationships with their 
customers .
The following chapters will examine how Hilton Ankara try to 
achieve Its service quality under three main headings which are ;
1. Hilton as an Industrial Buyer
2. Internal Marketing at Hilton Ankara
3. External Marketing at Hilton Ankara
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CHAPTER V. ANKARA HILTON AS AN INDUSTRIAL BUYER
- OTJJER SIDE OE THE COIN -
Buyer-seller relationships and their effect on service quality 
forms part of the chain of relationships (App. 3). Purchasing department 
of Hilton International Ankara (HIA) is managing that buyer-seller
relationships according to the policy and procedures of the Hilton
International .
This chapter of the study discusses the buyer-seller relationships of 
Hilton Ankara by the help of the Industrial Buying Behavior Model which 
is linked to the Chain of Relationship Model (App.5) .
The mission statement of the hotel relating to the purchasing
department , summaries in a few sentences how the purchasing 
department works in the hotel .
■ TO  G ET GOOD VALUE FOR OUR MONEY BY INSISTING ON
THE OPTIMUM PRICE FOR QUALITY , CONSISTENCY AND
BENEFITIAL AFTER SALE CONTACT, AND LONG-TERM
RELATIONSHIPS TO  ENABLE OUR HOTEL TO  GIVE THE VALUE FOR 
THE " GUEST MONEY "
( Taken from the mission statement of Hilton International ) .
This mission statement draws up a summary of the model of 
Organizational Buyer Behavior of Hilton Ankara .This section analyzes the 
conformance of this mission model with the model of Industrial Buyer 
Behavior , mentioned in App.4 .
The analysis of the Industrial Buyer Behavior Model of Hilton 
shows that , the influences like organizational factors , product factors , 
environmental factors and the individual participants play key roles in the 
industrial buying process .
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V.1 ORGANIZATIONAL INFLUENCES
Accord'mg to Webster and Wind classification (App.8) (Kotler, 
1991) the major organizational factors that Influence the Industrial buying 
process of Hilton Ankara are ; The Objectives , The Policies and 
The Procedures for purchasing .
V.1.1. OBJECTIVES
Hilton Ankara Purchasing Department defines their objectives under three 
categories ( Taken from the mission statement ) :
1. Internal Hotel Objectives
2. Supplier Related Objectives
3. Market Related Objectives
1. INTERNAL H O TE L O B JEC TIV ES
- Know needs of the departments
- Set Item standarts
- Show Interest
- Know procedures / adhere to rules
2. SUPPLIER R ELA TED  O B JEC TIV ES
- Give a clear message
- Ask for/glve/show samples
- Give quallty/ask availability
- Check guarantee conditions
- Settle delivery conditions
- Clarify the payment conditions
- Have long-term relationships
3. M ARKET R ELA TED  O BJEC TIV ES
- Beware of the market
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- Have a purchasing mind
- Create alternatives
- Constant price comparison
- A good catalogue library
- An Information network
V.1.2 POLICY FOR PURCHASING
The Purchasing Department is to obtain supplies and services at 
the lowest cost possible , consistent with the quality and service 
required . This policy will apply to the purchasing of all services and
supplies for the hotel , including food and beverages, supplies , 
furniture, fixtures and equipment . This policy is administered by the
purchasing agent , who is directly responsible to the General Manager .
Purchasing Department provides the supplies , services , and all 
the other kinds of items to all the departments of the hotel so that
they can function efficiently . The points below are always considered to 
obtain best of these supplies , services and other items by the
purchasing department.
- Q U A LITY  : Should meet Hilton International standarts
- C A P A C ITY  : Should have enough stock to maintain consistency 
in standards .
- SERVICE/GUARANTEE : To  maintain high standarts and avoid 
unneccessary expences
- PRICE : To  get and give value for money .
Ankara Hilton Purchasing Department has also got a list of goals 
which they say is the heart of their job. These goals are ;
- The right product
- At the right price
- In the right quantity
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- From the right supplier
- At the right time
An important and restrictive influence comes to beverages through 
the organizational policy . This Is the BRAND M O NEY POLICY, 
Introduced by Ladbroke's group purchasing department and applied by all 
Hilton hotels .
The Idea of the policy Is simple . In return for guaranteed 
availability and distribution, leading brands pay a fee to every hotel 
that stocks them . A deal with Coca Cola was the first International 
example of this policy . Emphasis Is on the biggest brands which have 
a true International dimension. " The advantages are mutual" , Indicated 
the purchasing department . Prefered status within the hotels means the 
brands sell more products while the hotels make more profit .
David Batchelor , Ladbroke Group Purchasing Director , explains
the thinking behind the policy : " Generally , discounts are based on 
volume , but often the volumes of alcohol needed by a hotel are not 
particularly big . The point to beer In mind though Is that , Hilton's 
name Is very prestigious and suppliers want to be associated with It . 
3o we must get the maximum value from our brand " ( Hlllner ,
Summer 1992 Hilton magazine ). The Brand Money Policy Is among 
everal Initiatives by the group purchasing department to make the most 
of the group's buying power .
Ankara Hilton also buys soft drinks from Coca Cola Company and 
in return Coca Cola provides discounts and special night and festival 
sponsorship to Hilton . At the end of each year , from the number of
bottles the hotel purchased , Coca Cola also gives a certain amount as
a gift to Ankara Hilton and does not charge It to the hotel.
The purchase of Soft Drinks from Coca Cola Is a straight rebuy 
decision but for Ankara Hilton and also for the other Hiltons , there Is
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not a need to select vendor from a presipecified list because of the 
deal made according to the Brand Money Policy with the Coca Cola 
Company .
V.1.3. PROCEDURE FOR PURCHASING
The Purchasing Dept. Is responsible for the procurement of 
equipments , supplies , food and beverage, and services required by the 
hotel. The purchasing agent is responsible for maintaining current 
Information on price lists , source of supply , reference data and hotel 
contracts Involving purchases of goods and services. The procedure of 
operations Is as follows :
1. The operations start with a need recognition by one of the 
departments.
2. Department heads fill in the form showing the quantity , the 
type and description of the article . This form Is called Purchasing 
Request ( PR ) Form ( See App. 9 ). Each department head signs 
and forwards the form to the purchasing .
3. The purchasing manager then will contact to suppller(s) and 
obtain the quotations . At least two , and preferably three , competitive 
quotations will be obtained for each purchase and such bids shall be 
retained . When two quotations cannot be obtained , the Purchasing 
Agent shall indicate the reason(s) on the purchase requisition and Inform 
the General Manager and the Comptroller .
At times when maintenance and repair services cannot be rendered 
by personnel of the Engineering Department , the Chief Engineer and 
Purchasing Agent will both participate In the solicitation of the bids , In 
that the Chief Engineer may recommend contractors or suppliers , but
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the actual sol'icUation of quotations will be done by the Purchasing
Agent . The Purchasing Agent may also seek quotations from contractors 
and suppliers other than just those recommended by the Chief Engineer. 
If the Chief Engineer rejects the lowest bid , he Is required to justify
his action In writing to the Manager .
4.lf the T L  4,000,000 celling Is not reached , then a "PO"
(Purchase Order) mark will be put above the PR number and forwarded
to Accounting for budget Items to get approval and to determine whether 
the Items to be purchased are provided In the budget . If such an 
Item does not appear In the budget , no further action will be taken
until approval Is received from the Area vice president from Istanbul . 
After checked by the Accounting Department the request form Is sent to 
General Manager's office for necessary approval.
5. After obtaining the approvals , Purchasing Manager or her two
assistants can place the order by telephone to the supplier .If It Is not
a new buy decision , further documents Is sent to the supplier . If It 
Is a new buy situation , the Purchasing Agent contacts with the supplier
and make person to person negotatlons.
6. The next step Is distribution of the four copies of the purchase 
request to related departments by the purchasing department.
1st copy - Purchasing 
2nd copy - Accounting 
3rd copy - Ordering Department 
4th copy - Receiving
If the requested Item Is above TL  4,000,000 , steps one ,two and 
three to be complied with .
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4. Purchasing will issue the PO (Purchase Order ,See App.10) as 
well as order the Items as soon as the approvals are obtained . This 
time only three approvals are necessary ; from purchasing manager , 
comptroller ( accounting manager ) and the general manager .
Generally , the Purchase Order Is regarded as a short-form 
contract which obligates the hotel and vendor to Its specifications. 
Therefore , extreme care should be taken In the preparation of the PO 
to properly Include the pertinent Information relative to the particular
transaction .
The Purchasing Department Is also charged with the responsibility 
for the follow up of the order after It has been placed to make certain 
that the goods are shipped according to the contact's specifications . 
When the Receiving Department has signed for and accepted the order , 
the responsibility of the Purchasing Department ceases . The processing 
and approval of the Invoice Is the responsibility of the Accounting 
Department .
All goods delivered to the hotel are to be received In the 
designated receiving dock or area and will be cleared without exception
through the Receiving Clerk who Is directly responsible to the 
Comptroller.
The receiving department Is responsible for ;
a. Determining that the quality and quantity of the goods 
received are In accordance with the purchase order
b. Detection of damaged or defective goods
c. Preparing the receiving reports ,and
d. Prompt transmittal of goods received to the storerooms
The Receiving Clerk Is the only person responsible for the receipt
of purchased goods , except for the Chef or his assistant who will be
present when meat , fish and poultry Is received .Food
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supplies which are not in conformity with the order specifications but are 
otherwise acceptable to the Chef or his assistant may be accepted , 
provided that the Purchasing Agent is immediately notified and a lower 
price is negotiated with the vendor .
The receiving report will record the quantity , kind and condition 
of materials received by the hotel . By signing the receiving report , 
the Receiving Clerk acknowledges that the items are inspected , counted, 
in good condition and in accordance with the specifications of the 
Purchase Order . If part or all of the goods are rejected , the receiving
report must indicate clearly the reasons for rejection , since this record
may serve as a legal basis for any claim .
The policy and procedure of Hilton International Ankara Purchasing 
Department shows how the operations are carried out in the department 
. The procedures are revised from time to time and the mentioned
purchase request policy is the revised one in February 1993 . Before
the revised policy , the usage of Purchase Order is needed for all the
Purchase Request which was a waste of time the personnel mentioned . 
The new policy basically avoids the usage of purchase orders in case 
the price is within limit . They aim to save time by minimizing the 
bureaucracy of the signitures for some of the requests below T L
4,000,000 .
Under the light of this policy and procedures the Purchasing 
Department is responsible to choose the supplier(s) for various kinds of 
items . An industrial buying process takes place in Ankara Hilton
Purchasing Department for the choice of supplier(s).
The model of industrial buying process shown in App.4 will be
applied to Ankara Hilton's purchasing operations in the following pages .
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V.2 PRODUCT RELATED FACTORS
Perceived risk and type of purchase are the product factors that 
influence the buying decision of Hilton Ankara. The perceived risk Is 
likely to be greater In selecting a new product . For such new buy 
decisions the purchasing agent tries to get as much Information as they 
can , both from Ankara and Istanbul market . However , Slnan Bey , 
purchasing manager assistant , pointed out that even In his spare time, 
he searches for Information . This Is not just for the new buy decisions 
but also for straight rebuys .
This Is mainly due to demographic differences . Several studies 
have found that , younger and better educated buyers rely on more
Information sources , spend more time on the purchasing decision and
contact a more diverse set of supplies (Assael,1987).
The Purchasing Department Manager mentioned that , at times 
when the hotel revenues are not very much , the department heads 
keep In mind not to request any purchase which will cost very big 
amounts of money . It will be easier to justify such big amounts of
purchases In May, June or September , October , when the hotel Is
making high revenues and profits . She also added that a purchase 
request Involving a big amount of money will not be justified especially 
at the end of a year.
The purchasing agent of Hilton Ankara does not like to have 
business with only one vendor for a specific Item . This Is mainly 
because of their risk reduction strategy .
For example ; " Mis Sut " and "Plnar" are the two suppliers of 
the hotel's dairy products and both of the suppliers want to become the 
only supplier of the hotel for dairy products.Unfortunately, the purchasing 
department does not accept the offers and purchases from both of
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them . The reason here is that ; both produce quality products but not 
all their products are high quality . On the other hand Hilton wants to 
purchase the best products for their customers,at the lowest cost .As a 
result Hilton buys the best quality products of Mis Süt and also Plnar
at the lowest cost possible .
If the Items relating to new buy decisions will be a recurring
purchase for the hotel , like food and beverages , the on going
purchases of that Items Is handled on a routine basis by just giving a 
call or faxing the ordered Items to that supplier .
For example ; From the year of foundation , Ankara Hilton Is
working with the same greengrocery , same market and butcher called "
Gülseren '' at Tunall Hllml . Mr. Doganoglu , owner of the greengrocery, 
market and butcher mentioned that working with Hilton Ankara was a
pleasure and they had good relationships with each member of the
purchasing department. He also added that It was a good reference for 
them to work with a five star hotel like Hilton and they tried their best
to supply highest quality and fresh products at the right time , and at
the right quantity .He also said that they were the supplier of other
hotels like Sheraton .
Even though good relationships are shared between Hilton and 
Gülseren Grocery , purchasing department also have business with
another supplier . This supplier provides the hotel vegetables and fruits 
from the market-place held at Ulus two times a week . This Is an 
Individual supplier who Is an old man and has not got a grocery shop 
but Is doing the business with Its truck . He buys from the market­
place In Ulus the best guallty and fresh ones early In the morning ,
and brings to Hilton .The old man mentioned that, he trusted to Hilton 
people and that he would continue doing business with them .
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Hilton Ankara mentioned the present situation for food as follows : 
“ There is not a problem in this area at the moment . All the 
suppliers know what we expect from them . Despite this , alternatives
should always be kept at hand
Another example is Pelin and Rekmay Printing offices . Hilton 
again uses two suppliers for its paper stuff but mainly Pelin. Mr. Hagur
from Rekmay indicated that it was a guarantee business to work with
Hilton and the owner of Pelin printing-office mentioned that, they try to
give their best to Hilton and its name was a good reference to their
business .He also added that , Hilton was among few organizations that 
had good business ethics.
Apart from food and beverages and printing stuff , Hilton also 
purchases operating equipments , technical equipment , importantion, and 
supplies . The present situation of these items is as follows:
OPERATING EQUIPMENT :
These are divided into two main groups , local and imports. They 
purchase local ones from producers or from wholesellers . Since the
main producers company for glassware and chainaware is Pasabahce , 
Hilton Ankara indicates that it is better to purchase these through 
wholesale companies like Tupas , because they can deliver it
immediately and cheaper due to volume discounts of Pasabahce to 
wholesale companies . Jumbo which is the main stainless and silver
supplier , is also Hilton's supplier because they stopped their discounts 
to wholesale companies .
The major items imported are chinaware and silverware of Marco 
Polo Restaurants . Food and Beverage is going to give a new decision 
for the silverware of Marco Polo since there is discount at the present
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•Ine and a comparison between Jumbo and Sambonet will be the main 
topic in this decision .
TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT
These equipment are mainly purchased from Ankara market except 
the special bulbs which are purchased from the importer , Giil Electric.
IMPORTATION
There is only one import file open at the moment , Giesecke and 
Devrient Company for room key cards .
SUPPLIES
This category is mainly divided into two groups ; Joint Purchases
and Individual Purchases .
These items are mainly room amenities used in all hotels and are
purchased by the National Purchasing Office .
Most of these purchases are made from Ankara Market for better 
deals .
Before giving the examples of joint purchases , it is important to 
notice the aim of this kind of purchases .
There is a plan called N.P.C (National Purchasing 
Co-ordination ) in Hilton International . N.P.C country is where more 
than two Hiltons exist . This plan works in more than 10 countries but 
less than 20 and U.K works very well on this plan . Turkish Hiltons
are in the preparation stage but for some specified items they have
started applying the N.P.C. plan .
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R U R R O S E _O E _N P C JB LA N :
This plan has three main targets.
Rrstly , as experienced , neighbouring hotels , either in the
same country or region can obtain better preferential prices by grouping 
their requirements.
Secondly , by comparing prices the Purchasing Manager/ Agents 
are able to Increase their awareness of the prices paid by their 
colleagues and determine If theirs are on the correct level. This second 
point , Is a major asset In negotiations with suppliers . "TA R G E T 
PRICE C O N C E P T " Is developed further.
Thirdly , most department heads use the products mentioned In
App.16. Regularly Inviting them to NPC meeting Is also an essential 
asset for Hilton Hotels .The whole hotel benefits from such meetings.
PERM AN EN T INFORMATION Is a M U ST for efficient purchasing.
PR ER EQ UISITES O F  TH E  NPC PLAN
There are two main prerequisites :
(1) Maximum Standardization
Oi) Efficient Information System ( computer )
There is need to elaborate on PRICE KNOW LEDGE.
The worst enemy in this job, In any job In fact , Is Routine.
So, NPC countries permanently need to know about what prices one 
can consider to pay , may not just merely accept too regular price 
increases , because - as most salesmen will explain - the world Is in 
an inflationary stage .
0) STANDARDIZATION:
A certain discernment is needed when NPC hotels take into 
account their furniture , decoration... in other words when they consider
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Items which are seen by their guests. Excessive standardization would 
have Indeed a negative effect In such circumstances.
Different Is the standardization of the food Items , mostly non
perishable and beverages selections . Other goods , NPC hotels would 
mention at random, bed sheets , towelling , table cloths etc. can also 
be standardized with some common sense .
(11) EFFIC IEN T ( BASIC ) INFORMATION ( C O M P U TER  )
Most hotels have their own form of record keeping , containing all 
Information on prices , full description , yearly consumptions, etc.
This Is In the form of cardex system and can be used as a 
permanent easily accessible record not only for checking quotations but 
also for making comparisons with other hotels .
TAR G ET PRICE CONCEPT
To  clarify Its purpose and Impact , an example will be used to 
define this concept .
Example ;
One NPC hotel A pays 9 dollars , for a bottle of
J.W ALKER whisky , hotel B pays 8.50 dollars and hotel C  pays 10
dollars .
In this case , the TA R G E T PRICE Is 8.50 dollars . which would
mean , as shown below , that NPC hotel save In total ( 4th column)
1919 dollars for that NPC country .
H O TE L YEARLY PRICE T O T A L
CONSUM PTION DIFFERENCE VS P O TEN TIA L
8.5 DOLLARS SAVINGS
A 972 Bottles 0.50 486
B 741 Bottles 0 0
C 1022 Bottles 1.50 1533
TO TA L S 2735 X 1919
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TH E  FIR ST O BJEC TIV E here is that , hotels A and C negotiate
again to obtain the SAME PRICE of 8.5 dollars , meaning A would 
save 486 dollar and C 1533 dollars .
B U T IN ADDITION , there is a SECOND O B JEC TIV E  , to aim at 
possibly obtaining an even better BULK price for the three hotels of 8
dollars per bottle , meaning then , that there is a saving of:
Hotel A  972 dollars
Hotel B 370
Hotel C  2044 " NEW  T O T A L  3386
dollars
The above , shows already what the TW O  SU CCESSIV E O B JE C TIV E S  
or TA R G E TS  are ,as explained in the NPC plan.
When it comes to Turkey , the National Purchasing Office in 
Istanbul receives the purchase requests from the Hiltons all around
Turkey and makes bulk buying for the five hotels .The items which are 
purchased in this way are ; sugar bags , cocktail sties , bath foam , 
shampoo , body lotion , soap , Perrier mineral water , linen and nuts. 
The coffee deal for Turkish Hiltons is also on discussion and each hotel 
is in the preparation of a list for such other items that Istanbul can 
buy as a joint purchase .
V.3 ENVIRONMENTAL INFLUENCES
Among the environmental influences , government regulations plays 
an important role on the buying decision for beverages again.
The government puts regulation on the purchase of alcholic liquors 
and drinks. The hotels can only buy from Turkish Monopolies " Tekel " 
and further restriction is that , they can only buy from Tekel distributors 
in their local region. For example , Ankara Hilton can only buy from
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Esat Tekel . The government provides a certificate to Hilton Hotel that
they can buy from Esat Tekel and that they are free to sell the 
alcholic drinks . Ankara Hilton is like a supplier of Tekel .
This gavernment regulation brings many disadvantages to the hotel. 
Alcholic beverages are the key items that the hotel serves to its guests
together with food .
If Esat Tekel does not have various kinds of alcholic drinks at
hand that the hotel wants , the purchasing department do not have the 
chance to buy from another place . If they buy from another vendor
and the controllers from Tekel notice this situation, the certificate given
to the hotel is immediately taken back by the government .
As a result , the purchasing department tries to build and
maintain close relationships with Tekel personnel . They let the Tekel
personnel use the swimming pool of the hotel with no charge and try 
to please them by providing good service to them .
Purchasing personnel and also the managers of the other
departments indicate that , to have a continuous quality service , they
have to build long-term relationships , especially with Tekel personnel .
This provides the hotel a continuous supply of alcholic drinks from Esat
Tekel because , at times when Esat Tekel does not have in hand the
kinds that Hilton wants .they try to find from another Tekel supplier .
Besides , if Hilton hotel has the difficulty of finding certain imported
spirits in Tekel , and find it from another vendor , the close
relationships with Tekel personnel work again . This time the controller 
from Tekel will not recognizes that kind of spirits served at the hotel
and will not take the certificate back .
Alcholic beverages are also a straight rebuy decision , and the
purchasing agent places the order by telephone or , fax to the Esat Tekel
at the time of requirement .
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The present situation at Ankara H'llton 'is ment'ioned at one of the 
meetings held at the hotel recently , and It is as follows;
" Soft drinks , beers and wines are delivered at certain intervals like
every two days or like some , daily . Hard liquors may only be
imported , produced and sold by Turkish Monopolies "Tekel " . 
Anything that is not imported by Tekel is not legal . The main 
argument at the moment is on Vodka . In Turkey only Turkish made 
Vodka may be served in our bars
Rnally , the purchasing department indicated that , the guest is 
always right , and whatever they want to drink , they have to drink. 
Otherwise , they will start complaining about the service. Therefore , 
having good and long-term relationships with suppliers especially food 
and beverage suppliers , is a must in the hotel business to get
maximum customer satisfaction .
V.4 INTERPERSONAL AND INDIVIDUAL INFLUENCES :
The authority of the General Manager is another influence in the 
buying process at Ankara Hilton . Actually , the general manager says 
the last word in the purchase of an item . The purchase request policy
and procedures also indicates this influence . The General Manager is 
the final approver of the request forms . The reason for this final
approval can be found in the Task Breakdown Sheet for the purchase 
request (See App.11). Time saving is the basic reason there and it is 
doubtful whether it saves time or not .
Besides, the General Manager's personality and tastes also
influences the buying decision . One of the purchasing personnel and 
usually the manager gets the final approval from the General Manager. If 
the General Manager agrees with the decison , then there is not a
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problem , but sometimes he wants to have some changes , not 
especially supplier changes but about the specifications of the Items .
For example ; The special boxes used by women for their make­
up materials , are first shown to the front office , then to houskeeping 
and finally to the General Manager . He did not like the dimensions 
of the boxes and wanted them 3 cm shorter. Therefore , the boxes are 
shortened according to the General Manager's way of thinking . His 
personality and perceptions played a role in such a decison .
Another example is the brochures of Hilton Ankara Pelin " 
printing office is the main supplier of Ankara Hilton paper stuff, and 
recently Hilton has procured printing service for the hotel brochures . 
There will be Hilton Ankara's picture on the cover ; however , the
backgroung of the picture was a cloudy day and the General Manager
did not accept it like this . He wanted to see a sunny day at the 
background so Pelin should change the background. Mr.Koseoglu ,
purchasing manager assistant , mentioned that , Pelin printing office was 
very busy in those days and if they had not got good relationships with 
Pelin , the printing office would not change the background .They 
changed the background by using photomontage method .
These are the examples which showed how the General Manager 
personality or perceptions influence the product specifications but not the 
supplier choice . The Purchasing Department is the agent who decides 
on the supplier .
CONCLUSION :
The analysis of the industrial buying process of Hilton Ankara 
shows that there are organizational , product , environmental , 
interpersonal and individual factors which influence the buying decision.
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Since the hotel's aim is to satisfy the customers through quality service, 
it is important to buy quality supplies , equipment , food and beverage 
at the right time , at the right quantity and price from the right 
supplier .
It seems that there are similarities with the mission model of 
Hilton Ankara and the theoretical model of Sheth (App.4) on the
industrial buying behavior . The aim is to get value for money , by 
purchasing quality items of all kinds in order to have quality service.
The organizational factors are really the major influence on the 
buying process . Hilton management set their objectives , policies and 
procedures for the purchasing department , in order to base their 
purchases on definite criteria .
The governmental influence on the alcoholic beverages which force
Hilton to buy only from Tekel Monopolies , is a good example to see 
how Hilton personnel try to have good and long term relationships with 
Tekel personnel . This is mainly because of their mission to satisfy 
customers through service quality . If a guest can not find the drink 
he/she wants at the hotel , the time of dissatisfaction starts .
Besides, the Brand Money Policy of Hilton is again introduced to 
enable all the Hilton hotels to provide certain items on time , without 
any delay, at the right quantity. This also saves time of the purchasing 
department in deciding on , from which supplier to buy . Therefore , 
this policy also indicates that Hilton Hotels prefer to have long-term 
buyer-seller relationships .
When we go back to the model of industrial buying behavior in
App.4 and try to find the link between the model of chain of
relationships , we should concentrate on the postpurchase evaluation part 
of the model .
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The post evaluation of a supplier 'is done by the purchasing agent 
and also by the related department . If both share positive evaluations , 
then for straight rebuys , they continue to buy from the same 
supplier(s). Organizational and also individual satisfaction are important
criteria here for the postpurchase evaluation of the supplier. On time 
delivery , confidence in the salespeople , supplier’s flexibility in adjusting 
to the hotel's needs .price and quality of the product are attributes used 
by the Hilton purchasing department for the evaluation of the suppliers 
.When the postpurchase evaluation is positive Hilton purchasing
department continues to buy from the same supplier when there is a 
need .
However , it is Hilton's policy not to work with only one vendor
and so , reduce the risk . The suppliers also know the fact that they 
are not the only supplier for that recurring purchase . They are very 
pleased to have business with Hilton Ankara because Hilton brand image
is a good reference for their business and also Hilton provides on time 
payment for them . Therefore , Hilton has got long-term relationships 
with its suppliers because both sides benefit from each other .
However , in a service organization like Hilton Ankara building 
good relationships with suppliers is not enough to satisfy the customers 
through service quality . Internal marketing is also crucial for a service 
organization , which is the task of satisfying , training and motivating 
the employees and personnel . These internal customers (employees and 
service personnel) are the contact people with the customers which are 
also part of service quality .
Chapter VI of the thesis study analyzes the internal marketing 
strategies of Hilton Ankara .
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CHAPTER VI INTERNAL MARKETING AT ANKARA HILTON
At any one time , Hilton International has a " task force "
approaching 60,000 people . It is the companies responsibility to put 
enough Into their career development to get the best out of everyone. It 
Is this In mind that , Hilton has been launching training and
development programmes since Its foundation . It has also been trying 
to find ways to motivate personnel to contribute more In the 
management of the business .
The General Manager Mr. Martlensen of Ankara Hilton mentioned 
that ; ■' If someone wants to deliver a quality service , first thing to
do Is to motivate and train Internal customers and make them have
smiling faces " .
In this part of the thesis study , the analysis focuses on the 
mission statement of Hilton International human resources and also on
the training and motivation programmes . Besides, the discussion focuses
attention on the trade union effect on the recruitment and promotion 
policy of the hotel . Throughout this part of the study, the main point
Is again customer satisfaction through quality service .
VI.1 HILTON INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RESOURCES MISSIOTI 
STATEM ENT
** We, Hilton International , are commlted to being a first-class
employer .
** We are non-dlscrlmlnatory and determined to attract and 
retain people who are dedicated to give first-class service to our guests 
and colleagues .
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** We will offer compet'itive salaries and benefits to all our 
employees and further recognize and reward individuals who consistently 
achieve outstanding performance .
** By 1994 we will have established ourselves as the premier 
hotel company in the field of training and develpoment . We will 
provide opportunities to stimulate professional and personal growth, our 
priority is to promote from within .
** We believe in creating an enjoyable and productive working 
environment and we recognize the importance of mutual trust , open 
communication and feedback .
** We know that the commercial success of our company depends 
on the contibution and participation of our people in the management of 
our business .
The mission statement is the revised form of the previous one 
and the main goal is clear : The commitment is , by 1994 they will 
be the first class employer , in line with their first class hotels.
Hilton launched an 18-month training and development programme 
which will be the first step towards establishing consistent professional 
standards in all hotels . The basis of the new training and development 
initiative is outlined in the mission statement .
VI.2 TOWARDS A MEW ERA IN TRAINING
The new programme provides even greater opportunities for 
personal growth and development . Its aim is to increase confidence and 
the contribution each individual .
The three key words of the plan are :
(i) service the provision of consistent high quality standards of 
personal service.
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(II) revenue : the development of new Ideas Into opportunities for
Increasing revenue sources
(III) cost : the management , and control of costs
Planning the activities of each stage of the training programme 
was based on the recognition that :
** The company Is now so complex In Its geographic and cultural 
spread that It makes sense for employee training to be handled locally.
** While not every staff member aspires to become a general
manager , he/she should be trained to achieve the greatest potential In 
the job for which they are best suited .
** Training the trainers Is the first step .
Responsibility for training will belong with the hotel training 
managers who will be given the tools necessary for their job .
First step of the new training programme started In October 1992 
Is '■ Our Promise To  New Employees " This programme guarantees a
week of company training for all new employees within their first three
months of service . It Includes such subjects as service delivery 
standards , social skills , product knowledge , basic financial
understanding as well as Hilton culture and way of working. This will 
help to establish a consistent level of competence throughout the
company .
It has been a few months since Hilton Ankara applied the 
programme . First they formed a National Training Coordination (N TC ) 
In Istanbul to develop standard training programmes for Turkish Hiltons .
" Train the Trainers '' Is the first programme applied .It Is the trainers 
who will develop standard training to have a standard service In all 
hotels . N TC  informs managers and the trainers about the new training
and development programmes and give special training to the trainers .
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Before analyzing the training and development programmes in 
Hilton Ankara , there Is need of a discussion about the effect of the 
trade union . The presence of trade union Is a good way to preserve
the employee rights . They can insist on high salaries and promotions .
When there Is a vacant position within the hotel the existing personnel
have the highest chance to promote . However, the pressure of the 
trade union to promote the existing hotel personnel Instead of new
recrultmens may end up with Inefficient staff allocation .
The trade union system also brings limitations to firing and 
demotion of the personnel . This limitation to firing relaxes the staff
especially, the technical staff , bellboys and waiters (waitresses) and
therefore the quality of service may not Improve. To  overcome this effect 
of the union , Hilton Ankara brings very qualified managers to the top
positions . Mr. Sezgln ; General Manager's assistant and Mr. Yavuz ;
the personnel and training manager , are the two qualified people who 
form an equilibrium between the trade union and the management .
They have close relationships with the personnel and know the
employee rights well .They aim to warm up an extra personnel for each 
job and promotion Is only given to that person In the related
department. If there Is not anybody applying the vacant position within 
the hotel , Bllkent University Tourism Department Is a good place for 
new employees recruitment .
The training for new comers starts with the orientation programme 
mentioned In the " Our Promise to New Employees programme ". After
this orientation programme , related departments give basic training to
new comers . The aim of this training Is to give Information about that 
specific department to the new employees. Next , Is the monthly skills 
training programme . This programme Is held when there Is a necessity
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to teach new techniques, new applications and to freshen the memory 
about the specifications of the department .
There Is also communication meetings held from time to time. The 
aim Is not to teach new things but to Increase personnel Interactions , 
to share knowledge , experiences and to learn about the results of 
certain applications or programmes . Programmes like Rre Training ,
and First Aid Training are also necessary to the personnel .
Supervision I____ II , are programmes which are related to the
middle managers . The aim Is to teach general administration
techniques, time management , stress management and coach & 
counseling .
Hilton Ankara also has an agreement with American Culture 
Association to provide English Language teaching . The employees have
the chance to learn a second language without giving any money.
Finally , there Is GDI programme held In England for the general
managers and potential general managers which Is also a training 
programme .
Therefore , Hilton Ankara has got training and development
programmes for Its personnel from the time of new entry to the highest
positions . However , from the Interviews with the personnel. It seems
that these training programmes , especially the orientation are given after
two or three weeks of entry . The personnel Indicated that , without
getting any training for the Hilton standards at the beglnlng , It Is 
difficult to adapt the organization and give quality service .
Furthermore , from the observations made , It seems also that
this Is fairly true . Because , you can see the summer trainees at the
lobby and also at the restaurants who are In direct contact with the
customers . These people have not got any experience 
and It Is doubtful , how they are going to give a quality service.
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VI.3 MOTJVAIIÛN AND INCENTIVES
These training and development programmes are also a good way 
to MOTIVATE the personnel . Motivation is an important criteria to
improve the performance and the quality of the service the personnel is 
giving . The General Manager mentioned that he is a maniac of quality
and that he does not tolerate second class service or quality . Being 
number O N E and staying as the number ONE is not a big secret , he 
added . For him it is a VO LUN TARY M U ST to go the kitchen once a 
day , to go to the restaurants in the eveining or at mid-day , to look 
at the store room or to talk to the personnel . He believes that his
involvement is a good Motivation to all people who are there to deliver 
Q UALITY.
The General Manager's involvement seems not to disturbe the
personnel very much . The interviews with the personnel showed that 
they are used to this "Control" of the General Manager , and they also 
added that he really does not tolerate a second class service. Most of 
the interviewed personnel indicated that , if someone is doing his/her 
job well , the General Manager's control should not cause any trouble.
The Food & Beverage manager indicated that , day to day
motivation is required. " Please " and " Thank you " is a sort of a 
must to use and as an executive , the management team stands as an 
example to the employees . These two expressions are also a 
motivating tool , because respect is very important to the personnel .
There is another motivating tool at Hilton Ankara , this is Monthly 
Personnel Relection. Each department head proposes someone from that 
department as a candidate for the personnel of the month. This 
selection is due to performance of the person or to some other criteria 
depending on the situation . Among all these nominies , oné of them
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Is chosen and he/she receives a gift check. Photographs are taken and 
put in the lobby and personnel cafeteria for that month.
The Hilton Personnel has also got the chance to stay at one of
the Hiltons worldwide , for 80% off the normal rate , except at the one 
he/she Is working
There is another motivating strategy which is also an INCENTIVE 
O PER A TIO N  . This is coming from the sales office which is related to 
the everyone working in the hotel . The sales office uses people inside 
the hotel to provide information for their department to go and sell .
The personnel has got an INCENTIVE OPERATIO N  based on 
SALES LEAD . A sales lead is just a name and a company and a
telephone number of somebody who has not got a corporate rate with 
the hotel yet . The personnel who provides this information takes a 
weekend holiday , if the company that he/she gives , brings more 
room nights stay than the others . This strategy is a very useful tool 
to increase the performance of the personnel anu also revenues of the
hotel . Only in the first month of this application , the hotel got 81 
sales lead resigned and 66 corporate agreements which produced over 
100 rooms.This was an additional 10 thousand dollars.
Hilton International gives quite a lot importance to listening to the
personnel needs and having their ideas about the hotel . "The Hilton 
Promise " programme which focused mainly on setting improved quality 
service standards by understanding the needs and expectations of the 
guests , puts emphasis on the ideas of the Hilton personnel .
The idea is trying to get involvement from the people who are 
working in the hotel to give feedback to the management . The more 
ideas they get , the happier the personnel , and the better the service 
the customer receives . An effective example about the involvement of 
the staff is as follows ;
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Example
Somebody from the reception pointed out that , from the 34
rooms of the executive floor , 10 of them are twinbeded .however the 
guests staying at the executive floor want single rooms because they 
are generally business people . The receptionist suggested to remove 
those twin beds and put single beds on the executive floor. The Idea 
was very simple but also very effective .
CONCLUSION :
Hilton International Ankara has been applying creative and 
motivating Internal marketing strategies because they are aware of the 
fact that Internal marketing Is a prerequisite for efficient external
marketing . The training and development programmes .the communication 
meetings . the Incentive operations share the same goal and they are 
all parts of the human resources mission statement .However . the 
timing of the training and especially . orientation programme needs to 
have a closer look .
The good relationships shared among the departments within the
hotel Is really the half way for service quality Improvement . This In
return brings further customer satisfaction .
In fact . the chain of relationships has not completed yet. External 
relationships (external marketing) Is the final and most challenging part of 
the chain .
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CHAPTER VII. EXTERNAL MARKETING STRATEGIES  
RELATIONSHIP MARKETING
The Sales Department Manager Mr. Abercrombi mentioned the 
mission statement of his department as follows ;
" TO  STAY AS THE NUMBER ONE HOTEL IN THE CITY , TO  
ACHIEVE THE TARGET, TO  BUILD THE BUDGET TO  TAKE EVERY 
OPPORTUNITY ,TO INCREASE THE OCCUPANCY A T A HIGHER 
AVERAGE RATE BY IMPROVING THE PRODUCT THROUGH
INCREASED FACILITIES , TO  BUILD GOOD RELATIONSHIPS WITH 
THE GUESTS BY PROVIDING VALUE TO THEIR MONEY THROUGH 
QUALITY SERVICE , AND TO GET PROFIT THROUGH THIS QUALITY  
SERVICE
This mission statement provides an overview for the set of 
marketing tools that Ankara Hilton uses to pursue its marketing objectives 
in the target market .
Ankara Hilton's customer profile is mainly business people coming 
from abroad or from other parts of Turkey .There can be government 
bookings, delegations, conventions , congresses , corporate bookings ,
individuals , groups and sometimes tourists, air cruise ...etc. Each want
different kinds of services , but all of them want quality services . In 
other words , they want value for their money.
Hilton Ankara is trying to develop strategies to help the
organization compete more effectively in the market place .As competition 
intensifies in the service sector , it's becoming progressively more
important for more for service organizations to differentiate their products 
in meaningful ways ( Lovelock , 1991). Hilton Ankara has the advantage 
of being first in the Ankara market as a five star international hotel 
chain .At the time of its opening , it has a distinctive position in
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relation to Us competitors which are not international hotels and do not 
share the same International reputation as " Hilton " name .
When Hilton's closest competitor Sheraton International opened two 
years ago , Hilton still has the advantage of being first In the market 
and having loyal customers . However , Hilton needs to maintain Its 
distinctive position In this new competitive market as well , because 
Sheraton also has a strong brand Image among Turkish people .
Therefore , Hilton Ankara designed a set of differences to 
distinguish the company's offer from competitor's offers These differences 
are especially on the service product offered . They bring new facilities 
for the benefit of businesspeople and also for the benefit of the 
companies which organize the bookings for the guests. Hilton also
promotes these differences that will appeal most strongly to Its target 
market . They developed a positioning strategy which mainly focuses on
" Offering Quality Service " for the " Customer Benefit " .
This double benefit positioning (Kotler,1991) than enables Hilton 
Ankara and all the other Hilton hotels to solve their markefmg-mlx
problem . The marketing mix - product , price , place and promotion -
Is essential for working out of the tactical details of the positioning 
strategy . Thus , Hilton that seizes upon the " Quality Service " and
"Customer Benefit " must produce high quality products , have high 
quality personnel ( trained , skilled ... etc. ), know customer needs well 
and alter the product for their benefit .
This chapter of the study will analyze the external marketing
strategies , by pointing out the PR O D U CT , PRICING S TR A TE G Y  and 
PR OM OTION MIX used by Hilton Ankara . The analysis will also
consider the relationship marketing startegles used within the hotel to 
attract and maintain the customers .
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VIM __PELOJDUCT DE HILTON INTERNATIONAL ANKARA
Product of Hilton Ankara typically consists of a core product 
bundled with a variety of supplementary service elements . The core 
product is the "rest and sleep ", the night guest is really buying, which 
responds to the customer's need for a basic benefit . That night sleep 
involves a clean room , a comfortable bed , clean toilet and bath room, 
perfect room service and all other kinds of services which can be 
required by a guest. Supplementary services are those that facilitate and 
enhance the use of the core service. These supplementary services are 
also the additional services and benefits that distinguish the company's 
offer from competitors' (See App. 12) for the guest room information , 
guest room facilities and guest services
All these guest services , room facilities and special features , 
together with the executive floor services , form part of the service 
product of Ankara Hilton . The most important part of the service 
product is actually the personnel of Hilton Ankara. Even the smile of a 
service personnel adds to the hotel's service quality , however a sulky 
face which can make you feel that you are not important to that 
person, brings a negative evaluation for the service quality .
Meeting 2000 programme , which enables special meeting facilities 
within the hotel , Wa No Kutsurogi programme for Japanese and 
Chinese guests , Lady Hilton Club Membership for the secretaries of the 
top 100 companies which have the best performance within the city , 
Hilton Club membership , Hilton Gold Card , meeting and ball room 
facilities , are all different types of the products offered . Corporate rate 
programmes , summer/ winter packages , weekend packages together 
with sport facilities and social facilities are also kinds of service product
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All Hilton International Hotels apply service augmentation , which is 
a relationship marketing strategy . Meeting 2000 , Wa No Kutsurogi 
service and Hilton Club are examples of the extras built into the service 
to differentiate it from competitive offerings .All these customer services 
have been developed in response to the needs of their customers and 
demonstrate their commitment to meeting the preferences of their key 
target markets .
The Sales Manager emphasized that the product is changable 
according to the needs and wants of the guests . Linking what the
hotel have got to the customer needs and presenting that as a benefit 
to him/her is the most important issue. Furthermore , if there is a new 
product , the sales and marketing department first finds out who the 
potential market is and then promote the product in a best way to 
reach that potential market . If getting messages on time is important
for the guests of a company , the sales representative of Hilton should 
know this need and present the product in a way which fits that need.
As mentioned earlier Hilton has got strong brand image in Turkey. 
The main reflection of this is on the meeting and ballroom facilities.
The reputation of being very exclusive and expensive, make it highly 
desirable for families who are looking for something special . Most of 
the weddings of high society people takes place at Hilton .Being
recognized as a guest of Hilton , is what Turkish people want , actually 
is what the other guests really want too .
Ankara Hilton presents quality service products to different type of 
customers , by altering the products and linking features to the benefits. 
While they are doing such a change they also offer different rates to 
different type of customers . They apply customer-segment pricing . 
Analyzed in the next section is the pricing policy of Hilton Ankara.
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VII.2 PRICING PQLIGY QE ANKARA HILTON
In Ankara Hilton , first they split the customers Into 26 categories 
and then reduce this into 8 major categories . The business is mainly
corporate and they have got guests paying corporate rate 1 or 2 or 3, 
depending on the volume of business.
This Is Q U A N TITY  D ISCO UN T and mentioned with an example below.
Example :
If a company gives 30 rooms a year , they might get a
corporate rate . But It will not be as beneficial to them as a company 
which brings 400 rooms within a year because the second one will 
receive a better discount . Type of the corporate rate depends on the 
amount of business .
Another pricing strategy Is TIM E PRICING . The rates vary by
season , day or hour . For example , Hilton sells with extremely
cheap rates to guests coming on Saturdays . Usually tourists come Into
the hotel for a Saturday night , stay for the night , have breakfast In
the next morning and leave . That kind of business Is not Interfering
with any other business . Saturday nights are quite nights and In order 
to get that business , hotel offers very competitive rates . However ,
they will not get that kind of business any day of the week .
The sales manager mentioned that hotel rooms are 100% 
disposable commodity by the phrase , " the only time we can sell
tonight rooms is today They cannot sell tonight rooms tommorrow,
because they are gone . Empty rooms do not make money . Therefore,
If they have got somebody who Is prepared to give them 100 dollars
for 20 rooms that night and they have 200 rooms empty, they take the 
offer .However, If they have 20 rooms empty and somebody wants to 
give them 100 dollars for 20 rooms , they will not take the offer ,
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because they probably can do better Their aim is to maximize the 
occupancy at the best possible rate . The best possible rate changes 
according to the supply and demand .
There is no doubt that , the more often a person comes to the 
hotel ,the more people he/she knows who work in the hotel ,and the 
more friendly he greeted each time . Furthermore , this gives a serious 
amount of human contact which is very valuable to the person .
The benefit that a regular guest has is that , he has got more 
opportunity to get into the hotel when it is fully booked.
This is an example of Relationship Pricing which provides better price 
for better customor?; . The aim is to encourage customers loyalty by 
rewarding it .
The General Manager indicates that , if they drop the room rates
low enough .there is no doubt that they would fill most of their rooms
most of the time. Unfortunately .this will do little to help them achieve 
their stated objective of improving the quality 
of their guest profile .
Profit through service quality is what Hilton wants to achieve.lf 
they will not get any profit .even if they break even . they should
close the hotel . In order to live in the competitive world . they need 
to improve quality of the service . find innovative ways to attract and
maintain the customers . However . without any profit . they will not be 
able to do any of these .
CONCLUSION:
Hilton Ankara positioned itself as offering high quality product at 
the hihest price (Premium Strategy) (Kotler. 1991 p.475) . The eight
different market segments .brings the use of different pricing to each of
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them . They use quantity discounts and charge three different types of 
corporate rates according to volume. They use time-pricing depending on 
the season or day .
A regular guest pays 190 dollars , the highest rate is 565 for 
presidential suit . There are complementary rooms for managers which 
are free of charge and 29 dollars for an employee ( about 1/5 of the
regular rate ).These are some of the examples of the room rates given
to different segments .
Hilton Ankara has got individual and group rates and also three
kinds of corporate rates . However ,the price of a room at Ankara
Hilton depends or» the time of the year , who the reservation is
through , what that person does, and also whether they have got 
potential business for the hotel . However , modern marketing like in 
Hilton International calls for more than developing a good product ,
pricing it attractively, and making it accessible to target customers . 
Companies must also communicate with their present and potential
customers , and Hilton Ankara is doing this through sales promotion,
public relations , salesforce and advertising . The next section will 
discuss these issues in detail.
VII.3 PROMOTION MIX OF 
ANKARA
HILTON INTERNATIONAL
Hilton Ankara manages a complex marketing communication system. 
Sales personnel usually communicate with the middlemen who are front 
office personnel , or secretary of various companies , or tourism 
agencies . This is mainly because of their target market , which 
involves mostly frequent business travellers . It is the middlemen who
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usually organize the programmes and also the hotel for the business 
people .
Besides, the hotel also communicates directly with Its customers 
and various publics . The middlemen communicate with their customers 
and various publics , the consumers engage In word-of mouth
communication with other consumers and publics . Meanwhile, each 
group provides communication feedback to every other group.
The marketing communication ( promotion ) mix of Hilton Ankara 
consists of four major tools :
1. Advertising
2. Sales Promotion
3. Public Relations
4. Personal Selling
At the same time , communication goes beyond these specific 
communication tools The product's styling , Its price , the sales 
person's manner , even dress , decoration , hotel's brand Image and all 
the customer contact personnel's manner , all communicate something to 
the consumer .
Vll.3.1 ADVERTISING
" How a company presents Itself through Its advertising can have
a dramatic effect on the public image of product quality.......  and the
hotel Industry is no exception . This Is what Hilton International found 
when they launched - Take Me To The Hilton - ad campaign on a 
worldwide scale " Indicated Geoffrey Breeze Vice President Corporate 
Marketing ( Hlllner , Winter 1992).
This campaign by the ad agency Saatchl & Saatchl , came about 
when Ladbroke Group took the hotel . The previous campaign was
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" The Hilton The Hotel " and this was like a sign of the Hilton hotels. 
It Is still possible to see this phrase at the bottom of each
advertisement .
The new ad campaign came out of a meeting , In which the art 
director and copywriter at Saatchl & Saatchl noticed that all the ads for 
hotels simply showed hotel scenes . They wanted to show business 
people In their own working environments .They also want 
to make It clear that there is always a Hilton International , with all Its 
standards of comfort and convenience , nearby .Besides , they wanted a 
visual style that could be used anywhere in the world. In each country's 
advertisement a businessman or a woman , their work over , Is seen 
by the distant camera , Issuing their final and most welcome Instruction
for the day : " Take Me To The Hilton ".
Hilton International top executives believe that a visible advertising
campaign Is an Important part of supporting the company's partners , 
as well as motivating management and staff .
Individual Hilton hotels have the opportunity of a greater say In 
their own advertising but to an agreed budget . There Is a set format 
for advertisements to ensure that the Image which has sold Hilton so 
successfully worldwide Is not diluted or lost .The ideal message will be 
different according to their market, but overall , they must still quite 
clearly say Hilton .
The ads appear in business , regional and In-fllght newspapers
and magazines such as , Newsweek , Wall Street Journal and the
Chinese business magazine Yazhou Zhoukan .
In Turkey , Istanbul Hilton Is the National Sales Office and all the
other Hiltons In Turkey apply , National Sales Office advertising strategy. 
They have an agreement with TON ( Turkish D.ally News) and TON 
communicates the five Turkish Hiltons’ ads one at a time .The sales
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manager indicates that newspaper advertising is effective in a certain 
deal B U T other advertisement tools like rally people advertising and 
sponsorships brings more effective results . Rally people advertising is a 
way of putting Hilton name on the rally cars to increase brand 
recognition .
Apart from print and broadcast ads , Hilton gives importance to 
mailings of catalogues , brochures and booklets of special events and 
festivals . The President of Hilton International emphasized that the 
"Take Me To The Hilton " campaign raised awareness of the company 
internationally .It is a clear and simple message that positioned Hilton 
as being the number one choice , whatever the location .
This new campaign together with other advertising tools indicates 
only one fourth of the importance ,that Hilton Ankara gives to 
communication mix . The other important issue is sales promotions .
Vll.3.2 SALES PROMOTIONS
When it comes to sales promotions , individual hotels have the
opportunity of a greater say in their own marketing , but to an agreed 
budget within strict guidelines.
Hilton International and locally Hilton Ankara use sales -promotion
tools to create a stronger and quicker response from their customers. 
Sales promotion offers an incentive to the customer to book a room 
night stay at the hotel .Hilton uses incentive type promotion to attract 
new triers , to reward loyal customers and to increase the repurchase 
rates of occasional users .
Hilton Hotels usually have promotions on regional basis , because
there are cultural and social differences among various countries .What 
works in one country will not work in another . For example , Turkish
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Hiltons have their own sales promotions . Sometimes , Izmir Hilton or 
Mersin can start a promotion and the others within Turkey apply the
same . However , sometimes the National Sales Office in Istanbul or 
Hilton Ankara can also start 
the sales promotions within the country .
Sometimes F&B Department or sometimes PR Department brings a 
proposal for sales promotions and if it is an acceptable idea ,they work 
on the project , organize it start the promotion .
Promotions scheduled for 1993 are ;
- Western Nights Jan/Feb
- Spanish Nights April
- Caribbean Nights May/June
- Russian Nights November
Hilton Ankara also uses Price Packs as a sales promotion tool. " 
Two nights for the price of one " in 23 European cities plus Egypt and 
Turkey is a good example of this price promotions (App. 17) . They
provide another special offer in this promotion tool , which is ; " 2 
days car rental for the price of 1
Another example is Hilton Turkey Points Programme , which is a 
way of thanking the companies for booking their guests at Hilton hotels
in Turkey . This programme is designed to provide the companies and 
the middlemen free room nights , meals and the use of services and
facilities at the Hiltons in Turkey (App. 17) .
Lady Hilton Club Membership , Hilton Club Membership , Gold 
Card Opportunity , all serve for Hilton Ankara's sales promotion strategy 
as well . Sales promotions covers a wide range of Hiltons
communication mix and is an effective way to stimulate the consumers. 
However, PR and personal selling also plays an important role in the 
communication mix of Ankara Hilton .
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Public Relations Department of Hilton has got only one manager
and a secretary . Mrs. Atac ; the PR manager , Is trying to keep
Hilton Ankara's Image " live " In the hotel market .
PR Department also performs the following activities ;
- Press relations : The aim Is to place newsworthy Inf^l^atlon 
Into the news media to attract attention.
Product Publicity Hilton International Is putting Its 
weight behind a major new environmental campaign for the
worldwide hotel Industry .The campaign -known as the 
International Hotels Environment Initiative - was officially 
launched In Landon In May by the Prince of Wales . Hilton
International Is among the 11 of the world's leading hotel
groups that have signed a foundation charter to promote the
Initiative . This alms to raise environmental standards and awareness at 
all levels throughout the Industry . One of the major benefits Is that, 
Hilton hotels will run all through the magazines and newspapers , which 
Is a good Marketing Publicity .
- Corporate Communication This activity covers Internal and
external communications and promotes understanding of the 
organization . Mrs. Atac forms a bridge between customers
and the sales department . Her main job here Is to organize 
a meeting and Introduce the potential customers to the
sales personnel .Therefore In order to have deep 
Information network about the market ;
-  she has a wide range of recognizable social environment .
-  she has good relatiomships with both public and private sector .
-  she follows all kinds of media publics
Vll.3.3 PUBLLC RELATIONS_(PR)
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- PR Department also assists In the launch of new programmes
like festivals , especially programmes to introduce a different cultures and
to build close relationships among countries . If her idea is approved by 
the other departments and the General Manager, she take the
responsibility to promote the programme . She also organizes all the 
brochures , invitation cards , and flyers and sends to related guests .
Mrs Atac is the reflection of Hilton Int. Ankara , because she 
builds the hotel's image with her dressing style and with her oral and 
written communication style during the meetings .
Therefore , events ( which draw attention to new products like
cultural sponsorships , exhibits , or contest ) news ( which is the
major task of PR professionals) , publications ( communication materials 
to reach and influence their target market ) , and speeches ( To
create product or company publicity ) , are all important tools in PR 
.Hilton Ankara keeps its quality image in consumer's mind mainly
through the efforts of PR and also Sales Personnel .
Vll.3.4 SELLING
Personal selling is the most effective tool in building up buyer's 
preferences , conviction , and action . In Hilton International, at local 
level, sales teams pursue business primarily for their individual hotels , 
reporting to the general manager . Nationally , sales teams handle 
accounts with business for two or more hotels in their specific country .
When compared with advertising , personal selling has personal 
confrontation , cultivation , and response (Kotler, 1991) . Personal selling 
involves an alive , immediate and interactive relationship between two or 
more persons. Personal selling permits all kinds of relationships, ranging 
from a selling relationship to a deep personal friendship . Besides ,
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personal selling makes the customer feel under some obligation for 
having listened to the sales talk .
Since Hilton International's objective is customer satisfaction and 
profit through service quality , the salesforce base their objective on the 
character of Hilton's target market .
Selling in HIA means , linking what they have got to the needs 
and benefit of the customer . The important thing is the Value To  The 
Customer .
HIA's sales force approach in their sales calls, is more personal . 
They do not just go in somebody's office and start directiv to talk 
business . Instead , they form close contacts with the middlemen or 
customers by starting with some personal questions and then go into 
business . Especially , Turkish society likes to have close relationships 
with a supplier of a product or a service. It is this close relationships
that help Hilton Ankara sell its product .
It is much more effective , especially in hotel business , to use 
the need-satisfaction approach . This approach starts with a search for 
the customer's real needs by encouraging them to do most of the 
talking . Hilton Ankara is also using this approach and the sales people 
start with open ended questions , continue with leading questions ard
then end up with close ended questions in sales calls. By this way , 
they gather information about the customers needs and expectations . 
This in return help them present the Hilton Product as a benefit to the 
customers .
The sales people improve their presentations by demonstration aids,
like booklets and brochures . Such demonstrations to potential customers, 
help them better remember the products and services , their features 
and benefits .
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During the presentation the Hilton sales people draw on some 
strategies (Kotler ,1991) ;
a) Legitimacy : They emphasized the reputation and experience of 
Hilton International and also Hilton Ankara.
b) Expertise : They show deep knowledge of the buyer's
situation and Hilton Ankara Service.
c) Ingratatlon : Sometimes the sales people provides personal 
favors ( a free lunch or promotional gratuities )
d) Impression : The sales people manages to convey favorable 
Impressions of hlmself/herself.
In order to achieve all these strategies and make effective sales ,
HIA Sales Department puts emphasis on training programmes to ensure 
also better customer satisfaction . One of the goals In the training
programmes Is to teach how to perform the role of a relationship
manager .
This goal Is the heart of the training programme. Because It Is
the quality of relationships between customers and the sales people that
determines the probability of continued Interchange between those parties
In the future .Future sales opportunities depend mostly on relationship 
quality ( l.e. Trust and satisfaction).
Hilton Ankara sales people Indicates that , building and managing
strong relationships with key customers will have plenty of future sales
from these customers .They try their best to Increase customer
satisfaction and they believe that on top of everything comes the
Relationship Management.
CONCLUSION
Hilton Ankara uses the communication ( promotion ) tools to reach
their target market and to ensure customer satisfaction . The
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communication tools ( advertising .sales promotion, PR and sales people' 
are a way of presenting Hilton's product and pricing policy for external 
marketing.
Hilton Ankara offer a service product which Is changeable 
according to the type of the customers . Customers' needs and
expectations changes the product presentation , however the focus Is 
always on the benefit and value to the customer .
Hilton Ankara offers different prices to different type of customers . 
Actually there are eight major segments. They offer, time pricing , 
quantity discounts , and many other pricing policies. They Indicate that 
price should not be the Issue , because the difference of a 5 star 
hotel further than this ; comfortablllty and security Is what they provide .
The external marketing strategy of HI A Is a compound of product , 
price , and promotion mix. The aim In this strategy Is to reach the
target customers , establish and maintain good relationships with them
and Increase guest satisfaction. The relationship with the customers is 
the third part of the chain of relationships and Is a tool for quality 
service .
HIA tries to organize Its Industrial buying process , and Its
Internal and external marketing strategies so as to provide better
customer satisfaction. Nevertheless , here comes a question In mind ;
" Have they managed to reach this ultimate objective ? ". The next
part of the thesis study will discuss this question and also the ways 
they used to measure customer satisfaction.
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The " What " and the " When " of measuring guest satisfaction 
depends on the type of the business (Hanan/ Karp,1989).
A  company should measure satisfaction more frequently than a 
business whose sales cycle takes longer (Hanan/Karp ,1989) ;
_  If the customers make dally decisions about the product or 
service ,
_  If yesterday's satisfaction have Immediate Impact on today's sales
In hotel birslness even one minute service to the customers Is 
valuable , which has Its effect directly on degree of satisfaction. 
Therefore , customer satisfaction measurement Is a M U ST for Hilton as 
well to see whether their guests are happy or not .
Hilton Ankara measures their guest satisfaction with different 
aspects of service quality . They use three different methods ; first Is 
Guest Satisfaction Tracking which Is applied In all Hilton hotels , 
second Is guest questionnaires , and the third Is personal Interactions .
VIII.1 GUEST SATISFACTION TRACKING METHOD
Hilton Ankara have contacts about this satisfaction concept with the 
headquarters In Watford .They launched the system about a year ago
and It Is called Guest Satisfaction Tracking .
This system requires to register all the guests of the hotel at the
reception and collect all the Information about their names and addresses 
on a disc. Hilton then sends this disc to the Headquarters In Watford 
at the end of each month . Computer at random picks names and
addresses of Hilton International guests . There can be five or non from
CHAPTER VIII. GUEST SATISFACTION MEASUREMENT
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HIA . Then , Hilton hotels that those selected guests stayed , receive
the names and addresses and the General Manager of each Hilton 
sends a personal letter and a guest!onna'ire .This is a chance to Hilton
guests to indicate how they think Hilton Int. is doing . The aim of
this system is to know whether guests would be happy to go back to
Hilton Hotels again.
The returns of these questionnaires are then send to the head
office and they make statistics ,by which the various hotels are rated in 
numbers of Very Good , Good .Satisfactory .end etc. This create a
certain ranking of the hotels and the General Manager indicated that
until then Ankara Hilton has never been below number six for the whole 
world .
However . this sort of system is not very accurate . If the
computer for that month did not pick up Ankara Hilton for example and
if that month Ankara Hilton's guests are very satisfied . the ranking of
the hotels will not be reliable .
Hilton International is on the point of changing this system and
bringing the new one which is called " Guest Respond and Image
Programme ". This new system is more or less the same . however
Hilton hotels will not send the names and addresses to Watford
Instead . each hotel will make all these statistics within themselves .
How the whole programme is going to work is not yet known but this
system will provide immediate tool to see where each hotel goes .
They will now have the chance to get feedback immediately ,
however in the previous system it is 2 or 3 months after his/her stay 
that the guests receive the letter and the questionnaire . Therefore . 
with this new system they will have more reliable and immediate
statistics about guest satisfaction .
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Hilton Ankara uses three different questionnaires for guest 
satisfaction measurement . These are ;
- Guest questionnaire for the personal attention of the General 
Manager (App. 13)
- Questionnaire used by Banqueting Department
- Greenhouse Restaurant Questionnaire
1. Guest Questionnaire For The Personal Attention Of the 
General Manager
The importance of this questionnaire is that , the message from 
the General Manager on the cover provides credibility and
responsiveness.
The questions are usually close ended and refered to different 
aspects of the hotel service . The questionnaire measures satisfaction by 
a three point scale involving satisfied guests , neutral guests , and 
dissatisfied guests The last three questions are multiple choice 
questions which refer to some general information about guests A 
unique open ended question provides the guests to suggest or comment 
about the hotel generally .The General Manager and the Guest Relations 
Manager have both indicated that 9 out of 10 questionnaires are 
positive . They concluded from these results that , Hilton Ankara's 
service quality is over a satisfactory level .
2. Questionnaire Used By Banqueting
In this questionnaire the Banqueting Department uses four point 
scale (App. 14). The rating is from " Excellent " to "Bad" and the 
questions are close ended . They divide the questions into four major
VIII.2 GUEST QUESTIONNAIRES
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catagories ; food , beverage , service , and function rooms .This
enables rating of different attributes of the hotel in a well structured
form .Finally , they put an open ended question for further comments
and suggestions .
The customers of Banqueting Department receive this questionnaire
by mail after they take the service . If the Banqueting Department does
not get any feedback to these questionnaires , they give a call to the 
customers . Actually, if there is a problem during the party or meeting
etc. the guests inform banqueting directly and they try to solve the
problem immediately .
3. Greenhouse Questionnaire
This is a two sided green colored card , which provides the 
quality measurement of food , beverage , and service at the Greenhouse 
Restaurant (App. 15) . In this questionnaire , Banqueting uses a four 
point scale involving rating from "Excellent" to " Unsatisfactory " .
Actually every hotel or other business face problems in getting 
respond from all their customers to these questionnaires. Especially in 
hotel business , the guests have been seeing the questionnaires 
everywhere in the world . In Ankara Hilton as well businessmen , who 
are regular guests of Hilton are getting a little bit of complacent filling
another one again and again . Unless , there is a complaint they do 
not usually fill in the questionnaires.
Hilton Ankara does not have any strategy to make every guest fill 
out the questionnaires . This is mainly because of their guest profile 
who are mainly busy businessmen . Hilton guests however, prefer to talk 
to a responsible person face to face about a complaint . This is 
mainly the basic factor which requires Hilton personnel and management 
to have good relationships with the customers . Otherwise , the guests
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may not complain about anything which 'is not a good thing for the 
hotel . If the customers do not complain when there Is a problem ,the 
hotel will not be able to overcome that problem . The result will be a 
failure and more and more dissatisfied customers .
On the other hand , there is not any statistics about guest
satisfaction at Ankara Hilton . They indicated that the important thing is 
to answer directly to a complaint This is actually a much more
effective tool than keeping statistics . The General Manager indicated 
that , immediate hand on is much more a valid way of taking care of 
this shortcomings.
Another way used to measure guest satisfaction in hilton Ankara is 
the personal interactions with the guests . This actually a better way to 
learn complaints or satisfactions of the guests who usually do not want 
to fill out the questionnaires .
VIII.3 PERSONAL INTERACTIONS TO  GET FEEDBACK
Hilton guests usually want to have somebody listen to their
complaints . They complain to a front office personnel or directly to the 
Guest Relations Manager (Mr Suat ).
The complaints and also satisfactions usually told to Mr Suat
during a conversation . The front office people also the sales people 
have close relations with their guests and can easily measure their
perceptions about the service quality .
The three guest satisfaction measurement tools did not provide any 
statistics for discussion. However , from the interviews with some of the 
guests and with many hotel personnel , and also from the observations 
, the study will discuss on several complaints and the ways used by 
Hilton Ankara personnel to solve these problems .
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VIII.4 C U S TO M ER  D ISSA TISFACTIO N  AND M ETH O D S USED T O
SO LVE THEM
Service organizations , which position themselves as providing best 
product and quality , naturally face complaints from their customers even
though they try hard to achieve maximum satisfaction of their customers.
The important criteria in such a situation is to know , how to
deal with such problems , in order to prevent the former positive 
customer perception of the company's service . Customer's perception of 
a service is a fragile thing . Just like a crystal glass that is dropped , 
it can shatter in a moment . The reputation and reliability of a
company , is only as good as the last customer's experience with that 
company (Hinton ,1991).
The intercept interviews with 11 guests in Hilton Ankara at several 
locations of the hotel (Table 1) shows that , 6 out of 11 guests 
indicated dissatisfaction with one type of the services in the hotel .
However , 10 out of 11 declared satisfaction with the overall service
quality of the hotel . Another interesting result is that , among the 
respondents , those who indicated dissatisfaction with any of the service 
attributes , the majority were ( 5 out of 6 ) at the hotel for vacation 
or other purposes , but not for business .
The interviews with 15 Hilton customers (Table 2) who are not 
staying at the hotel at the moment but have many experiences show 
that with the Hilton Gold Card promotion , the hotel is losing its 
quality image percieved by the customers . Besides , 10 out of 15 of 
these customers had an experience of bad service during summer 
months at the lobby , Kavaklidere Ballroom and the front office .
The arranged interviews with the hotel management (Table 3) 
shows that .high number of guests dissatisfied with any of the service
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attributes during the interviews is not a surprise . The hotel personnel 
at any department and especially the guest relations manager , get used 
to having several complaints everyday. As a result , Hilton Ankara guest
complaint list is as long as any other hotel in this sector . The
management explains this as an expected result of operations , which 
are almost all carried out by human beings
The hotel management is aware of the customer dissatisfaction in
two ways . Rrst , is the direct complaint of a dissatisfied customer to
the department manager of that service or to the Guest Relations 
manager , orally . Second , is by the use of Guest Questionnaires , 
which are evaluated generally after the check out of the customer .The
interviews also shows that according to the two methods above , hotel
management classifies the guest complaints as follows ;
1. Complaints related to the architecture , material and construction 
of the hotel building .
These are the complaints which are not due to poor service or 
operational faults . The architecture of the building , the infrastructure 
and installation of the water , drainage and electrical system affecting 
the satisfaction of customers from time to time are in this classification 
of complaints .
2. Complaints related to poor service and operational faults.
These are the complaints which are due to the personnel 
mistakes, disturbance or defects in hotel equipments.
3. Complaints related to customer " caprice " .
These are the complaints which are created by the "capricious" 
customers without having any reason for dissatisfaction. Actually ,
"customers are always right " and such "capricious" customers , as the
hotel management implies are the ones who paid and demand for more 
service . Therefore , they are "Demanding Customers" who have high
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expectations . There are There are several methods Hilton Ankara 
management get used to solving the problems creating the above
complaints . The Interviews show that , prompt Interference to any one 
of the problems Is the basic solution whether exact solution occurs or 
not .
The hotel management believes that many times a problem can be
solved perfectly but what makes a guest happy when arriving with a
complaint Is generally the quick action of the related department or 
guest relations manager , even though It Is Impossible to create a
solution .
The complaints related to the architecture material and construction
of the building are of this type actually. Many of the guest complaints 
are about warm rooms In summer months , although there are air 
conditions In the rooms .The hotel management Is aware of the fact
that the source of the problem Is not the air conditioning but the rooms 
which face west and warm up from direct sunlight during summer 
months .The management tries to move the guests having such
complaint , to another room Immediately but many times this Is not
possible due to high occupancy rates .In such Instances , a promise of
cool rooms for the next time Is given after an apology or a bunch of
free presents and drinks sent to the guests, as a solution .
There are some complaints that the hotel management can not 
do anything more than apologizing. Especially , the water pipes not
existing Inside the toilets ( called taharet borusu İn Turkish ) creates 
problems among Turkish guests and many complaints occur .On the 
other hand , hotel management can not Install these pipes because 
foreign guests resist such toilets because , they are not hygienic.
Moreover , there Is not bidets In the toilets and there Is not enough
space to set new ones Inside the toilets . In such cases , the guest
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relations manager gives an accurate explanation of the situation and 
apologize from the guests Immediately . The guest relations manager 
emphasizes that Immediate Interference Is the only solution In such 
cases .
The hotel mamagement has several alternatives to eliminate
problems created by poor service and operational faults. They Immediately 
contact the dissatisfied guest and ask for the problem once more and 
apologize . After this phase the aim Is to show the guest that the 
problem Is really taken care of and Inform him/her about the solution .
The hotel management Is quiet familiar with the complaints related 
to customer "caprice" . Interviews with the management show that 
"capricious" guests are wellcomed In five star hotels like Hilton as a 
part of dally life High quality service sometimes can not end up 
with complete satisfaction due to the high expectations or personality of 
the guest . The Guest relations manager Indicates that the solution In 
such cases Is to make the guest, believe that you understand him/her 
and will try to do best for ellmlnafing whatever the problem Is . This 
Indication actually goes parallel with the term "emphaty" , however 
defining customers as "capricious " Is not emphaty . The term "emphaty" 
means appreciative perception or understanding , so how can the 
management of Hilton who Implies that maximum care Is given to their 
customers , talk about "capricious" customers .
Customer satisfaction can not be determined only by Intercept 
Interviews with guests or arranged Interviews with the hotel personnel . 
Because , the guests do not want In depth Interviews generally , and 
they are willing to give sharp and short answers to Interview questions. 
On the contrary , the hotel personnel Including managers , try to look 
the complaints from the positive side and eliminate many of these
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because , they are very routine , unimportant and "capricious" 
complaints.
As a result , observations are made at Hilton Ankara for five 
days , consisting of two weekend days as well during the second week 
of July 1993 (Table 5) . The results of the observations showed that , 
there are many other complaints which make customers dissatisfied but
at the same time they would not like to complain about these problems.
The observations showed that during the five days of observation in the 
morning and at noon time while the hotel is not busy and most of the
guests are out of the hotel , the occurance of an event that may result
with customer dissatisfaction is higher.
The recorded occurance of such events decreases sharply during 
evening and at night and a decrease is observed on Saturday and 
Sunday even in the morning and at noon , due to the increase in the
guest number . A discussion of these results with the Guest Relation
Manager points out that , the occupancy and crowdness in the hotel 
directly affects the personnel and as a result service quality . This 
discussion also explains why the bellboys and security people vanishes 
in the morning ; a relax atmosphere , makes the personnel relax and
results with the dissatisfaction of the existing limited number of guests
in the hotel .
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CHAPTER IX RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION
This chapter deals with several recommendations and conclusion for 
the present situation of Hilton International Ankara discussed In this case 
study .The scope of the recommendations Is to try to maximize the 
achievement of the hotel to Its predetermined goals and mission , but 
not to change or create a new mission . This case study goes beyond 
customer satisfaction as the main point for Hilton Ankara to achieve Its 
goals . As also discussed , the chain of relationships ending up with 
high quality service Is also In the scope of the study which affect the 
customer satisfaction . Consequently , below are the recommendations 
related to this chain of relationships , which will directly affect customer 
satisfaction.
Industrial Buying Behavior :
The case study shows that the present goals In the mission 
statement of the Purchasing Department which forms the basis of the 
actual model of organizational buying of Hilton Ankara Is quite similar to 
the model of Sheth (App.4).
However , the actual model has to be restructured according to 
the effect of chain of relationships as discussed earlier . Differing from 
Sheth's Model , Is the satisfaction at the post purchase evaluation 
phase. As a result , the recommendation Is a better observation , 
control and evaluation of customer satisfaction by the purchasing 
department Itself with the Interactions with other departments .
The Interviews with the · Hilton personnel and with the major 
suppliers showed that Hilton Purchasing Department Is trying to build 
positive and long term relationships with the suppliers If the post 
evaluation (App.4 & 5) of the suppliers are satisfactory. When the both
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sides benefit from each others' way of working , the relationships last 
longer . The examples of the relationships that Hilton Ankara has shared 
from the year of Us foundation , with The Giilseren Green Grocery, 
Butcher, Pelin and Rekmay Printing Offices, show the type of business 
ethics Hilton Ankara has , about this relationship concept .
Several approaches for this recommendation are ;
- Purchasing Department should be in close contact with the Front 
Office and Guest Relations Manager in order to collect necessary data 
obtained by guest questionnaires and personal complaints . The
purchasing Department should also continue to build and maintain good 
working relationship with the suppliers as a part of the Chain of
Relationship Model (App.3). This enables the Hilton Purchasing
Department to provide different types of items required by the customers
immediately , which will add value to the service quality .
- A  statistical analysis of these data is necessary , to evaluate
the effect of any operational equipment or service procured ,on service
quality and customer satisfaction .
- A  new and sophisticated information ( computer ) network
is necessary to make the aniysis mentioned above , as well as to
manage the NPC ( National Purchasing Coordination ) .
From the interviews with the Hilton management , it seems that
they are aware of the usefullness of this plan , however the 
management has not yet put forward the necessity of a computer 
network which is one of the prerequisites of the NPC plan . Hilton
management also mentioned that the National Purchasing Office in 
Istanbul has recently prepared a list of items , together with the best
quotations and sent the lists to the Turkish Hiltons as an alternative
for their regional quotations . However, this manual attempt is not a 
time saving and accessible record keeping when compared to the
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computer network system . Recommended to the Turkish Hiltons is , to 
use the NPC plan as soon as possible if they really want to obtain 
better BULK prices for the purchased items . Turkish Hiltons are on a 
preparation stage for this plan , B U T they need to develop the 
computer network system during this stage , which the management has 
not put forward yet.
Internal Marketing :
The analysis in the study shows that Hilton Ankara tries to 
operate internal marketing strategies extensively , because of the result 
of Hilton International policy . The training programmes , motivation
and initiatives for the personnel are not under an optimum level which
seems to be quite satisfactory both for the hotel management and for
the personnel as well .
However , from the interviews with the Hilton personnel and also 
with the customers who complain about the service of the personnel at 
the lobby , at the Çankaya Ballroom and at the telephone central , it
seems that more emphasis should be given at the point of internal
marketing strategies used by Hilton Ankara.
Hilton management and especially the Personnel and Training 
Department indicated that they care about their people and support them 
in good times , as well as in the bad times .This is "emphaty" . 
Emphaty starts with little things , like making sure a new employee 
doesn't go off to lunch by herself during the first week on the job , or 
is not let by herself without giving any training during the first month
of her recruitment (Hinton ,1991). The interviews and also observations 
showed that Hilton Ankara's Personnel and Training Department do not
give the first training to the new comers at the time of entry which
cause many problems , especially poor service . One of the sales
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representatives of the hotel indicated that she fell into a depression
during her first and second week at the reception , where she started 
her job at Hilton . This was because , she did not take any training 
during that Interval , and she did not know what to do .
Another conclusion from the Interviews and observations Is the 
situation of the summer trainees at Hilton Ankara . These are mainly 
from Bllkent University Tourism Department who are also distributed to
each department within the hotel . These trainees do not also receive 
any training before going In contact with the customers . The
management Indicated that , they do not let the trainees face customers
without receiving any training However, the observations and the 
Interviews with the customers proved that during summer months the 
complaints about the service personnel Increase , and by further
Investigation , It seems that these personnel are usually the trainees .
Another Interesting situation about this training problem was the 
contradiction between , what the General Manager Indicated about Hilton
Ankara's service quality and what he offered me during the Interview . 
The General Manager Indicated that he can not tolerate second class
service , but on the other hand he also offered me to work as a
waitress at the Greenhouse Restaurant In order to get more Information 
for my thesis study . I have not got any experience as a service
personnel and I cannot provide first class service without receiving any 
training , so I refused his offer and also Indicated by excuse . This
kind of an offer should not come from The General Manager of Hilton 
Ankara and also from the Personnel and Training Department . It Is
certain that Hilton Ankara management will not be able to provide a
FIR ST CLASS SERVICE when inexperienced and untrained people like 
me can start to work at the customer contact places .
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Building and maintaning positive relationships with the personnel 
who are also Internal customers of the hotel is a priority In providing 
quality service and therefore customer satisfaction . This kind of 
relationship Is a part of the chain of relationships model and 
"Emphaty" should be the term Hilton management keep In mind for Its 
Internal marketing strategies For the Internal marketing strategies 
performed at Hilton Ankara , some recommendations are given which will 
Increase Its service quality and furthermore customer satisfaction .
These are:
- The orientation programme for the new comers (employees) , 
has to be performed at the time of entry , without letting the 
unexperienced personnel affecting the service quality negatively which 
finaly cause C U S TO M ER  DISSATISFACTION .
- The training programmes should be scheduled so that , every
personnel can attend without having any time limitation . This can be 
organized at the off duty hours (After 6 o'clock) and should be made
attractive , by for example , providing a dinner for the attendants .
Hilton management Indicated that they are an emphatetlc
organization . However , empathy , Is having enough well-trained
personnel at each department , at all the times (Hinton, 1991). Emphaty
Is building lasting relationships with the personnel by being the first to 
reach out to them at their bad times . However, the Interviews with the
personnel showed that the new employees who do not usually receive 
any training at the time of entry , fell Into depression ,and they did 
not find someone to encourage them at those days . So , this Is N O T 
EM P H A TY . The recommendation here , Is to the Hilton Management . 
Emphaty Is the golden rule for having good relationships with the 
personnel as well as with the customers. The model at App.3 Indicates
that the one part of the Chain Of Relationships Model Is the
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relationship with the personnel which directly affects the service quality 
and therefore customer satisfaction . So , Hilton management should 
rework on its internal marketing strategies and should try to be more 
emphatetic.
External Marketing :
The analysis of the marketing mix of Hilton Ankara shows how 
they solve their marketing mix problem to promote their positioning 
startegy The " High Quality Service " For "The Customer Benefit" 
position seems to develop a strong brand loyalty among customers and 
appreciated by most of the guests . However , this last phrase 
summarizing the beliefs of the Hotel Management is in need of further 
emphasis .
From the interviews with the hotel customers (11 staying + 15 not 
staying at the hotel ) , it seems that the main dimensions used by the 
customers to evaluate Hilton Ankara Service Quality are credibility , 
reliability , responsiveness , competence and tangibles (App.2). The main 
issue here is perceived emphaty - emphaty for the customer .
The interviews showed that Hilton customers appreciate the
tangibles ( interior design , personnel dressing and facilities ) very 
much. However , the impact of untrained and inexperienced personnel is 
recognized here as well. This directly affects the reliability dimension of 
the service quality which is the ability to perform the promised service 
dependably and accurately . Even the number of such untrained
personnel is small , only one who is a customer-contact personnel is 
enough for the Hilton customers to evaluate the service quality 
negatively . This is because , they paid the highest rates within the 
city and they want value for their money .
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Another important conclusion from the interviews with the Hilton 
customers is about one of the sales promotion tools ; The Hilton Gold
Club Membership . The seven Gold Club Member Interviewed ,who are 
not staying at the hotel , are all focused on one thing which was ;
" We will not continue to be a Gold Card Member next year , because 
Hilton broke the trust bond " . The Gold Card Members mentioned the 
problem as not having a chance within a year to use the
complementary room for one night which Is stated In the Gold Card 
agreement All the five hotels usually excuse for not having an 
available room because of the high occupancy rates. Besides , three of 
the members mentioned that the membership agreement does not 
mention accurately that sleeping room for one night does not Include 
breakfast , or lunch , or dinner . It may be a full Information for the 
hotel personnel and the marketing agent of Hilton Gold (HM C) , however 
It Is not an enough Information for the customers to understand that the 
agreement Is only on the sleeping and there Is not any food . The 
hotel should Inform In language that they understand , otherwise the 
hotel will be In a position who breaks the given W O R D S AND
PROM ISES .
Emphasized several times within the study , the service business 
is In a trend that will compelí service firms to compete In a turbulent
environment day by day . The existence of new Sheratons or Holiday 
Inns , Is unavoidable for the International Hotel Chains . Today , In a 
situation where even the General Manager of Hilton Ankara accepts the 
similarity of Its nearest competitor's , Sheraton service to Hilton , the 
existing promotion tools should be managed In a way that will Increase 
the Image of Hilton and also provide value to the customers money .
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There are some recommendations relating to the external marketing 
strategies of Hilton Ankara which will help to Increase service quality 
and also customer satisfaction .
These are ;
- The Increasing competition within the city requires Hilton to
promote new Interesting service products (different festivals, meetings and 
other Innovative sales promotions) . The Public Relations Department 
should have more personnel , because the only people who Is the 
manager , Is not able to give the same Importance to everything . PR
Is an Important promotion tool , because It builds Hilton's Image In the 
market . Therefore , to get maximum efficiency from the manager , she 
should have one or two assistants.
- The Gold Card Membership promotion needs a second thought.
It Is Hilton name that is percleved as having bad service ,not the name 
of the marketing agent (HMC) Turkish Hiltons benefit from this
promotion by means of money BU T on the other hand they damage 
their percleved Image . The Gold Card Members rely on Hilton Name In 
this promotion but the marketing agent (HMC) either misrepresent the 
facts , the truth ,or over-promised and underdellvered . HMC wants to 
sell as much Gold Card as possible to earn more money ,so they over­
promise. However , Hilton Is the organization which will deliver the
service ,and the customers will complain about Hilton when there Is a 
problem . The problem usually arise at the availability of the 
complementary room and the unclear Information on the agreement .
Recommended here about this Hilton Gold Card promotion Is the
reorganization of the promotion . Hilton management should either give 
up promoting the Gold Card or should reorganize and change the 
agreement only to complementary meal promotion This Is mainly
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because , Hilton can more easily provide a complementary meal to the 
card member on each dining occasion when the member Is accompanied 
by one or more guests . Since , the complementary sleeping room 
promise Is not usually honored by the Hilton hotels, It Is better not to 
apply this promotion . The broken promises will damage Hilton's 
percleved Image . Once Hilton Ankara management dissatisfied Its 
customers and broke their words and promises , the customers not only 
will leave but they will spread the message of dissatisfaction to many 
others as well .
This case study showed that Hilton International Ankara Is a good 
example to represent the application of the Chain of Relationship Model 
(App.3) and Its effect on the service quality of the hotel . It Is obvious 
from this study that , service organizations should build and maintain 
good relationship with the three players ; Suppliers , Personnel , and 
Customers . Hilton Ankara tries to have good and long-term relationships 
with Its suppliers , personnel and customers . Hilton Ankara has a good 
Image , however even the "GCCD" ones have some problems . Their 
ultimate objective Is customer satisfaction and profit through service 
quality , so they should manage these problems , achieve further 
successes and overcome competition In the near future with the help of 
these reorganizations .
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a p p e n d ix  1
SERVICE QUALITY MODEL
Consumer
Source: A .P arasu ram an, Valarie A. Zeithalm, and Leonard L., Berry A. Conceptual Model 
of Service Quality and Its implications for Fu tu re  Research. Journalof Marketing, Fall, 1985, pp. 44  
in Koller, 1991."Marketing Management” : Analysis. Planning Implementation and Control, P ren tice -H all  
International, Inc. New Jersey, USA
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APPENDIX 2
Generic Dimensions Used by Customers to Evaluate Service Quality
EXAMPLES OF Q UESTIONS T H A T  C U S TO MERS M IGHT RAISE 
-Does the hotel have a good reputation ?
-Does the hotel guarantees Its quality service?
DIMENSION DEFINITION
CREDIBILITY Trustworthiness,
believability, 
honesty of the 
service provider
SECURITY Freedom from
danger, risk.
ACCESS  Approachabinty
and ease of 
conduct
COMMUNICATION Listening to 
customers and 
keeping them 
informed in 
language they
UNDERSTANDING Making the effort -Does someone In the hotel recognize me as a regular
THE CUSTOMERS to know customers customer?
and their needs -Will I have the chance to express my expectations
at the hotel ?
TANGIBLE Appearence of -Are the hotel facilities attractive ?
-How is the Interior design of the hotel ?
-Are the personnel dressed properly ?
-Is It safe to have any Jewelery with me ?
-Will the hotel provide Insurance for us ?
-How «asy for m · to talk to a manager when I have problem ?
-Is the hotel conveniently located ?
-When I have a complaint Is the manager willing to 
mo?
-Will there be a language problem within the hotel ?
physical facilities 
equipment,personnel 
and communication
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-Will I really have the quality service that they
DIMENSION DEElNiTlQN
RELIABILITY Ability to perform
the promised service indicated ? 
dependably and 
accurately
RESPONSIVENESS Willingness to help 
customers and 
provide prompt
service -Will I get what I need without any delay ?
COMPETENCE Possession of the -Can I get my messages on time during my stay at
skills and knowledge the hotel ?
require to perform -Will I have the chance to get all types of Information
the servile that I need ?
-When there Is a problem does the hotel resolve It 
quickly 7
COURTESY Politeness, respect -Are the service personnel consistently polite when
consideration, and giving service ?
friendliness of contact
personnel -Does the service personnel provide friendly atmosphere 7
Source: Apapted from Valerie A. Ze1thaml,A. Parasuraman , and Leonard L. Berry ,Del1ver1ng 
Quality Service Balancing Customer Perceptions and Expectations (New York: The Free Press , 
1990) ,ln LO V ELO CK  1991.
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APPENDIX 3
CHAIN OF RELATIONSHIPS
CUSTOMER 
SATISFACTION
Chain Of Relations are;
Rel.Supp. -  Relationships with Suppliers 
Rel.Per. — Relationships with Personnel 
Rel.Cust. -  Relationships with Customers
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a p p e n d ix  4
A Model of Organizational Buying Behaviour
i Dodel of Organizational Bu7ing BehairiourSource I Adapted from Jagdsh N. Sheth, " A Model of Industrial Buyer Behaviour", Journal of Marketing, 37(October 
1973):51.,in As3aei,1987," Organizational Buyer Behaviour", Consumer Behaviour, 3rd edition.
1J)2^
APPENDIX 5
Modified Model of O rganizational Buying Behaviour
CUSTOMER SERVICE
SATISFACTION / > QUALITY
Background of 
the individual buyar
MoUvatlona 
Personality Traits 
Experience 
Demographic charac.
Postpurchase
Evaluation
V V
Postpurchase
Eveduation
Organizational Satiafactioa 
Individual Buyer Satisfaction
>
Individual
Decision
Vendor or 
Product 
Choice
Buyer
Perceptions
Buyer
Expectations
Industrial
Buying
ProcesB
Saieapople
Supplier Sources 
{directmaiU advertising, 
prom otions)
Industry Sources 
(trade shows Joumola)
Word of Mouth
Porducl
Factors
Joint Conflict or
Decision Resolution
Organizational 
Factors
Situational and 
Environmental 
Factors
üst Of Other Hotels In Ankara 
Which Have More Than 100 rooms
APPENDIX 6
# Of Rooms
1. Hilton Int. Ankara
2. Sheraton Ankara
3. Büyük Ankara Hotel
4. Hotel Merit Altinel
5. Sürmeli Otel Ankara
6. Hotel İçkale
7. Dedeman Hotel
8. Turist Hotel
frklt'k
****
325
317
194
184
196
116
165
146
104
Occupancy Rates For 1993 :
Hilton International Ankara ( HIA ) 
Sheraton Ankara ( SA )
Büyük Ankara Hotel ( BAH )
APPENDIX 7
January
(% )
February
(%)
March
(%)
April
(% )
May
(% )
HIA
50.82 60.78 53.02 73.85 62.65
SA
39.82 47.52 63.40 64.38 57.24
BAH
65.80 68.61 52.76 43.45 42.34
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E nv ironm enta l
Level  o f O rga n iza t io na l
d e m a n d
Obiec t ives
In te rpersona l
E c o n o m i c
o u t l o o k
A u th o r ty
Indiv idual
Cost  o f  m o n e y Policies Age
R ate  o f
t e c h n o l o g i c a l
c h a n g e
P o l i t ic a l  a n d
r e g u l a t o r y
d e v e l o p m e n t s
P r o c e d u r e s
O r g a n i z a t i o n a l
s t r u c t u r e s
S ta tus
E m p a t h y
I n c o m e  
E d u c a t io n  
Job  posi t ion  
P e rs o n a l i ty
BUYER
P e r s u a s iv e n e s s
Risk a t t i tu d e s
S ystem s
C o m p e t i t i v e
d e v e l o p m e n t s
>
T3
•D
m
z
g
X
03
Source: Webster ond Wind, "Major Influences on Industrial B u y in g  Behaviour " K o l le r ,  1 9 9 1 .  p p . 2 0 2
A N K A R A APPENDIX 9
A L I M  İS T E K  F İŞ İ  
PURCHASE REQUEST
İsteyen Bölüm :
O rdering D eparrtm ent:...........
tt| IOh
K t o ü 3 5 6
Tarih/Dcrte,
MAL
NO.
ITEM
NO.
P.O.
NO.
FIAT
U.PRICE
FİRMA TEL. 
SUPPL. TEL.
İSTENEN
m iktar
QUANTITY
REQUIRED
MAL/BÛTÇE
NUMARASI
ITEM/BUDGET
CODE
İSTENEN MAL VE TANIMI 
ARTICLE AND DESCRIPTION
' IŞLENILECL' 
HESAP 
CHAI<GE 
TO
2
3
4 ! —
5 11
Ô
7 i
8 —
9
10 !
F I A T  T E K L İ F L E R İ / O U O T A I T O J V S
MAL
UEM
1
FIRMA
SUPPUEP
FIAT
PRICE
FİRMA
SUPPLIER
FIAT
PRICE
2
3
- ..... ...........-  ·
4
5
6 —
7
8 -------------------------- ■
9
10
ALIM MEDENÎ VET)ÛŞÛNCELER /  WANTED FOR OR REMARKS
BÔLÙM MUDURU 
DEPARTMENT HEAD..
SATINALMA MUDURU 
PURCHASING MANAGER..
1 · Purchdiing
GENEL MUDUR 
GENERAL MANAGER..
MUHASEBE MÛDÜRÛ 
COMPTROLLER.............
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APPENDIX 10
ILL
FAX
TFl-EX
V.D.
r '
(9 0 -4 ) 4 6 8  28  88  
(9 0 -4 ) 4 6 8  09  09  
4 6  705 HIA TR 
BFYOCLU 4 6 3 9 8 7 0 0 3 9
ttlllH
GİRİŞİM
S İP A R İŞ  E M R İ  
P U R C H A S E  O R D E R
n
bu ü ip u rıv  n u a ia ra s ; h e r puK ct ve  la iu râ  
lu c r u ie  y a z iliT id lid ir.
This order numlior must Lt; p iu ce c / on t\> 
pöCkage and invoicu
№ - . 5 8 5 2
Tarih/Da/e .A ·
L J
LÜTFEN AŞAĞIDAKİ İHTİYAÇLARI TEMİN EDİNİZ: 
PLEASE FURNISH THE FOLLOWING ;
SEVK ADRESİ 
SHIP TO ANKARA HÎLTON -  ANKARA TÜRKİYE
Sevk Yolu Bölüm Teslim Tarihi İşlek No.
S/ijp Via Depaiîmeni STORE Delivery Date Request No. 6T7
Miktar
Quantity
Tanımı — Description BirimUnit
Fiat
Pace
TUTARİ
Amount
100 TUVALET KAĞIDI k o li 1 9 0 . 0 0 0 . -
TOPLAM:
1 9 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 (
19 . 000 . 001
-ÜDEME PLANI
Bumn Mvkıyaılar fatura veya irsaliye üe gounlmelıdu. Bu sıpan? yerme 
başka bırşey gonaermeyımz Sovk ederruyecek durumda linîiuz derhal 
bize bıldumız. SozJu siparişler kabul edilmez.
Butun faturalar HILTON INTERliAnONAL ANKARA, Ankara Türkiye 
adresine gondenimelıdır.
AR shipments must be accompanied with a delivery note or an invotc< 
Do not substitude. I f  unable to ship notify us immeaiately Verbal or­
ders will not be accepted.
A ll invoices shall be marked to fllirO N  INTERH^TJONAL ANEAK  
Ankara Turkey att. to the auditor
SATIN ALMA MUDURU -  Pur Manager
ANKARA HILTON
MUHASEBE MÜDÜRÜ -  Comptroller
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GENEL M
TA;:i ; t i t l e  : IMIHCIIASE REtJUESr
TASK BREAKDOWN SHEET
V.' II A T /H a s  t o  he d o n e H O W W H Y / N o t e  k e y  p o i n t s
- (  " U .E C T  ALL THE IHPIIRMATION NEEDED
-r.HECK YOHR STOCKS
- T I L L  IN DEPT /  DATE
- P I L L  IN INPO ABOUI' LAST PURCHASE
- P I L L  IN EXACT tJUANTITY
- P U r  AS MUCH INFORMATION AS P O S S IB L E  
i . e .  r e c o r d , c o d e  s i z e s  e t c .
- P I L L  IN THE REASON OF THE PURCHASE
-SEND THE PURCHASE RP-OUEST FOR BUDGET ITEMS 
TO BUDGE'l' COORDINATOR
-CHECK PREVIOUS STOCKS 
-COUNT THEM
-CHECK PREVIOUS RECORDS 
-CHECK YOUR STOCK 
-CHECK PREVIOUS RECORDS
-WHERE IT  IS  GOING TO BE USED
-B E FO R E  YOU SEND IT  TO GENERAL MANAGER
>
TJ
•u
m
z
Ö
X
-MAKE SURE IP  IT  IS  APPROVED BY GENERAL MANAGER -------------
OK EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT OF GENERAL MANAGER 
BI'.PORE IT  IS SENT TO PURCHASING
-TO SAVE TIME
-TO SEE I F  YOU REALLY NEED IT  
-ACCURATE INFORMATION 
-TO SPEED UP THE PROCESS 
-TO AVOID WASTE 
-TO SPEED UP THE PROCESS
-TO GIVE ENOUGH INFORMATION TO THE PERSON 
WHO IS  APPROVING IT
-A L L  THE REQUESTS TO BE CHECKED I F  THEY ARE 
INCLUDED IN THE BUDGET OR NOT AS PER POLICY
-TO SAVE TIME AND GIVE EXPLANATIONS TO 
GENERAL MANAGER I F  NEEDED
O
CO
H|îl"
ANKARA HILTON a p p e n d ix  12
·■■' ' '"i t
■ 7BnikÍM¿.)¿·-' -‘-^ n^-.-.ut. ■..nr-! '
SI Address:
Tahran Cad. No: 12 
Kavaklidcrc-067(K) Ankara - 7 urkcy
SI Telephone: (90-4) 468 28 88 
qi Telex: 46705, Answerback: HIA-TR 
ST Fax: (90-4)468 09 09
__ ><·
Miocuoi
qy Location:
Situated in the new pan of 
Ankara in hilly and quiet 
prime residential area 
within walking distance to 
a main shopping area and 
within easy reach of 
government offices, 
embassies, banks and the 
business area.
TRANSPORTATION TO HOTEL GUEST ROOM FACILITIES
From ' Jtm. Ml. Min. Via
Airport 34 21 40 Taxi
Town Tc mi inal 6 4 15 Taxi
Downtown (Kızılay) 4 2 7 Taxi
R.'iilroad 6 4 15 1 axi
Bus Station 6 4 15 Taxi
SPECIAL FEATURES
<71 Convenient location for business people
SI Covered swimming p(xrl with open air terrace in summer, health club 
SI F'ine dining. Turkish and International cuisine, lobby bar 
SI Business Centre with private offices 
SI E.xicnsivc meeting and banqueting facilities 
9T Covered parking for 136 cars.
SI Casino 
SI Meeting 2(KK)
<71 Executive Floor
Airconditioning and heating with individual controls
View over the city and the surrounding hills
Direct dial telephones with message light (Bedside and desk)
Lap-top telephone connections in every room
Radio
Colour with remote control
Local and international cable TV programmes
Minibar
Private bath (tub and shower)
■Shaver ouilcis: 220/110 volts AC, 50 cycles 
Ra/.or adaptors
Electric current: 220 volts, AC, 50 cycles
Handicapped rooms for .standard si/.e wheelchair
Sprinklcrs-Firc protection system
Electronic locks
No smoking rooms
Hairdr)'er
GUEST SERVICES
GUEST ROOM INFORMATION
Nf. 'if rooms: 325
No. of guestroom Boors: 16
C'hcck out time: 1 p.m. 
New day begins: 10 a.m.
licdnutm^ Suite Combinations
Presidential suite 1
King bed is.s Junior suite 1
(,)ueen bed 32 One İH'droom 24
'fw III ‘>3 'I'w o tvdroom 24
Sllidh l.S r im  e bedioom
SI f i'lineel in;j n *oms ;t\ ailabU· on leijiiesl.
_____  EXECUTIVE FLOOR _________ ________
•V'eleeaiilK liMiiishe«l .iiul ampls ap|x»ÍMleil looms aiul I Iu m ii ions suite 
S' nil a numbel ol eomuelion possibilities on the I .<»tli .mil 1 b ill tloots I he 
liospii;,|)is suite IS attended In an e.xpeiieiiee«! menibei ol stall ih io iig liont 
the d.i\ ( İK ı.k m and eİK\ k »>nt inehuling No .Sit)!'Cheek-Oiil taeililies. 
C 'oniplim ent.ii\ bieaklasi and bai seniees in the lıospıt.ılily loiinge. 
I'eriodieals. international and liKal d.nly newsp.ipeis. ('o in j'lim en ta iv  h»eal 
telephone calls liom  llie lounge.
Additional direct telephone lines
available through telephone company
Bedboards
Telex, cable and fax
Inibrmation
Dentist (on c;ill)
Iron and ironing board 
Interpieter (Tiirkish/English/Ciemian/ 
I leneh/A ia luc/lla lian/ on re ijiiesl) 
l aundry and N'alel (Mon. thru .Sal.)
e.xiept publie holi<lays 
Pln*losialie copies
Pressing (Mon. thru Sun.)
Luggage storage
Medical office, nurse in attendance 
Doctor (on call)
Non-allergic jiillows. on rec|uest 
Safety deposit boxes (24 hrs) 
Secretarial Service at Business Centre 
Tv|x.*writer / PC'
Shoesliine
Wheelchair
<•11 I r a n s p o r la lio i i  desk: l l i io u g l i  In lo rm a lio n  oi in liousc l i . i \ c l  A g e n c \ 
<11 < il> s igh tsee ing  fo u rs :
I l.illd.iN  .'\n k .iia  ( liis to iic  and m o d e m )
I lilld.lN l io ğ .ı /k ö \  ( l l i l l i l i  )
I iilld.iN ( io id io n  ( l i i i im l i ) 
l ullil.iN C app.id iK  la (c a \e  ch in ch es)
<^11 ( 'l i i ld i 'i ' i i 's  s e r\ i< es: A v a ila b le  at no ch.iige: high e l i . i i i . 
co l. c u b . I>.>iilcs B.il>\ siMei on p iio i request, lee neg o ii.ib ic  
<^ ll P a r k in g :  IliU e l iiiu le ig io u n d  garage
P els: S m .ill |v is  a l lm \e i l  in guestroom s o n l \ .
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GENERAL INFORMATION OINING ANO ENTERTAINMENT
( 'lirrciK v: I lie unit ol Liiriciicy is the I'uikish l.ira.
Laii^ua^cs; ΓuIkı l^ı is ihc olliciai language, liiiglisli. I rcncli and 
(icmiaii arc s|ii)kcn.
Weather: January-5‘'C7-S"l·'; /\|)iil I Г ’С7>-"1\ July 2.V’C/7.V'|·; 
(Kiuber l .V’(755''l·
ClolhiiiK: Formal Гог business, otherwise casual during the ilay time. 
Jacket and lie recommended in some restaurants in town.
Shopping: Within short walking distance and in centre of city, typical 
iienis include leather gOLxls and apparel, carpels, water pipes, brass 
bra/aer, brass and copper items, meerschaum pipes, jewellery, antiques, 
casual and I'ormal clothing, textiles.
GUEST SHOPS
<ïï
«IT
Newsagent drugstore
Carpels
Flowershop
Leaihershop
Antiques
ST Beauty Parlour 
«IT Jewellery 
«If Gilt shop
«IT Boutiques-Men & Ladies 
«IF Barber
HOTEL SPORTS AND SOCIAL FACILITIES
*TT
«ÍT
Tennis
Horseback riding 
Squash
«1Í Чireenhouse: bor bie,iklasl. lunch, dinner bullet and a la caite. Л1м» 
serves on terrace in summer.
«IT .Marco Polo: Open Moiukiy to S.ilunlay. loi dinnei only. Live i i u i s k  
Pre ilinner bar
‘ IT Lobby Bar: Drinks, alternoon lea.
«IT Pool: Rcrreshmcnis and snacks 
«П Rmnii .Service: Available 24 hours.
«IT Diet meals: Available at 24 hours.
PLACES OF INTEREST
Citadel of Ankara, Roman baths, Augustus Temple.
Atatürk Mausoleum. Lthnologtcal Museum. Archeological (Hittite) 
Museum, Museum of Natural History, various artificial lakes.
( 12 km. to 75 km.) Ankara is an ideal base for two or
three day lours to Cappadocia (cave churches), Pamukkaie (calcium'
ternices), remains of Hittite civilization. Gordion.
Hi Casino: Open 7 days a week except .some public holidays. Blackjack, 
roulette, sloi machines, bar
«TT Ind(K>r pool: Free for hotel guests. Towels and chaises-Iongues
available at no charge. Open sun terrace in summer
«TT Health club: Massage, solarium, sauna, Turkish bath
SPORTS AND SOCIAL FACILITIES NEARBY
MEETING AND BALLROOM FACILITIES
Li)l)l)y Floor
Dimensions Capacities
\a/ne of Room Feet * Sq.ft. Meters * SqM Banquet Reception Classroom Theatre
Çankaya Meeting R(X)m 1 36x26x9.5 9.T6 8 .00x11.00.X2.90 88 60 80 35 60
Çankaya Meeting Room 2 36x21x9.5 756 6.40x1 l.(X).x2.90 70 50 70 30 .•^0
Çankaya Meeting Room 3 36x27x9.5 972 8.30x11.00x2.90 91 60 80 35 60
Çankaya Meeting Room 76x36x9.5 2736 23.20x11.00x2.90 255 255 275 120 225
Ballroom Floor (some steps below lobby floor)
Dimensions Capacities
of Room Feet * Sq.ft. Meters * Sq.M Banquet Reception Classroom Theatre
Kavaklıdere Ballroom 1 53x33x17 1749 10.00x16.10x5.30 161 150 190 120
Kavaklıdere Ballroom 2 53x30x17 1590 9.00x16.10x5.30 145 130 175 80 200
Kavaklıdere Ballroom 3 53x46x17 2438 I3.90xl6.l0.x5.30 224 170 200 120 225
Kavaklıdere Ballroom Combined 122x53x17 6466 23.90x16.10x5.50 580 600 700 320 7(X)
Çankaya Ballroom Foyer 49x31x17 1519 I5.00x9.50x5..30 143 255 3.00
Length, Width. Height
Becau.se of irregular shapes and ceiling levels, minimum available dimensions are given. Detailed plans showing the exact dimensions are available on request. 
«IF Fu|uipment and Facilities: Available at no extra charge arc:
Raised head table, movable dance lloor, llipchart, ledum, overhead projector, 
rnicmphoiies. screens. For daily rental: 35 mm slide projector,
Addiiioiial microphones, spotlights, video recorders and TV monitors, 
video prnjector, .LSO V«)lt 3 pha.se supply, simultaneou:» 
tran.slaiion, sound system corilless microphone.
«IT F.xhibil space: Available in meeting rtK){ns and balInHxn.
«IT Outside meeting facilities: Details on request.
issue dale; I |/()2
Ж
----------■ —
V cM iiirr 1
"  W O “w F n v rr
I M v l  « M .  В I v t d  « M .  I  «
Kavaklıdere Ballroom Çankaya Meeting Room
APPENDIX 13
A rz u  en iğ in iz  h izm e ile r i 
s jg l jy jb i lm e m iz  ig n  
J y n ln u d jn  ö n c e  lü tfe n  
b irk jt; n o k ta y ı d a h a  
a y d ın la tır  mısınız.'^
B e fo re  y o u  d e p a rt, p lease  
te ll us a few  facts to  h e lp  
us p ro v id e  th e  services you  
desire
H a rc a m a la rın  kargılığım  
ald ın ız m ı?
© ©
D id  yo u  rece ive  good  va lue  
for:
©
O d a n ız d a n □ □ n  Y o u r  guest ro o m
R esto ran  ve B a rla rd an □ □ CH  R estauran ts  /  Bars
D iğ er Tes is lerden  
D elirtin iz
□ □ n  O t h e r  facilities
S e y jh û iın ii in  m aksad ı: P urpo se  o f  y o u r tr ip :
İ5 □ Business
T a iıl □ Pleasure
H e r  İkisi □ B oth
Bu H ılto n  O te l i 'n i  n e d en  
seı; tın ız?
W h y  d id  yo u  select 
this H . l .  h o te l?
Ö n c e k i o lu m lu  z iy a re tim □ S atis fac to ry  p revio us  visit
H ılto n  O te lle r in d e  z iyare t □ Vis its  to  o th e r  H . l .  ho te ls
T avs iye ler □ R e c o m m e n d a tio n s
S eyahat acentası □ T ra ve l ag en t
ilâ n la rd a n □ A d v e rt is in g
D iğ er sebep ler □ O t h e r
A şa ğ ıd a k ile r  h a k k ın d a  
a y rın tılı bilgi is ter m isiniz?
W o u ld  y o u  like  m o re  
in fo rm a tio n  a b o u t:
V is ıa  C lu b □ V is ta  C lu b  M e m b e rs h ip ?
H ılto n  R ezervasyon Servisi □ H ilto n  R eservation  Service?
H ılto n  EBS Servisi □ H ilto n  E xecu tive  Business 
Service.^
A N K A R A
GELECEK ZİYARETİNİZİN DAHA GÜZEL 
GEÇMESİNE YARDIMCI OLUNUZ...
Sizi otelimizde görmek bizi çok sevindirdi. Ziyaretiniz 
süresince size olumlu bir servis verebildiğimizi ve sizi 
memnun ettiğimizi umuyoruz.
En büyük amacımız, samimi ve nazik, anında fark edilen 
kendine öz Hilton servisini burada da yaşatmaktır. Hilton 
adını konukseverliğin eş anlamı olarak koruma amacı ile 
yardımınızı rica ediyoruz.
Lütfen dolduracağınız bu formu. Resepsiyon Memuruna 
bırakmakla veya adıma postalamakla kıymetli izlenimlerinizi 
bana aksettirmiş olacaksınız.
Teşekkür ederim
HELP US MAKE YOUR NEXT VISIT 
MORE ENJOYABLE
We are delighted to have you with us, and hope you are 
pleased with our facilities and services.
It is our earnest desire to maintain a courteous and friendly 
atmosphere which you will recognize instantly and enjoy as 
typically Hilton. We ask for your assistance in our efforts to 
keep the name Hilton synonymous with hospitality.
If you will leave the completed guest questionnaire at the 
front desk or mail it to me, your comments will come to 
my personal attention.
Thank you
U\r\
Klaus Martiensen
General Manager
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MÜKEMMEL İYİ TATMİNKAR KÖTÜ 
Excellent Good Satisfactory bad
YİYECEK/Food 
LEZZET/Taste 
PORSiYON/Quantity 
GÖRt.'NüŞ/Presentation 
ISISI/Temperature
İÇECEK/Beverage 
KARIŞIM ORANI/Mixology 
PORSiYON/Quantity 
GÖRENt/Ş / Presentation 
ISISI/Temperature
SERViS/Service
STANDART/Standard
ZAMANLAMA/Timing
PERSONEL SAYGISI/Manner of
VE YARDIMSEVERLİĞİ/the personnel
KIYAFET DUZENLİĞİ/Appearance of
VE TEMİZLİĞİ/the personnel
TOPLANTI SALONLARI/Function Rooms 
SALONUN PLANI VE RAHATLIĞI/Comfort ,
ODA ISISI/Temperature 
SES Dl'ZENİ/Acoustics
TEKNİK CİHAZ SERVİSİ/Technical Equipment 
OTELİN TOPLANTILARINIZ/Location of 
İÇİN KONüMU/the Hotel 
KAHVE MOLALARININ/Organi.zation of 
ORGANİZASYONU/the Coffee Breaks
BUNDAN SONRAKİ HİZMETLERİMİZİN DAHA KUSURSUZ OLABİLMESİ İÇİN BİZE YARDIMCI 
OLABİLECEK DİĞER GÖRÜŞLERİNİZ:/
Your other comments in order to help us to provide a better service in the 
future:/
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REST ORANLAR, BARLAR ve ZİYAFETLER 
RESTAURANTS, BARS and BANQUETS
y :
V
/
Ü nite lerim izce yapılacak olan festivaller ve  
faaliyetler hakkında bilgi edinm ek isîermısiniz?
Would you İlke to be requfarly informed about 
■estivals and activities taking place in our outlets?
İsim / Name
A d res  / Address a n « a «
111 ÎİI1
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The Products used by Most Department Heads
A - BU D G E T  G O O D S
All these products are known to everybody ( linen, carpets , china 
and glassware , silver and stainless steel equipment , kitchen
equipment etc.) , they come on top of the list .
R - FOOD PRODUCTS
Canned vegetables
Canned juices
Canned fruit
Canned Rsh
Canned meat & poultry
Cereals - Flour - Pastes
Coffee - Tea - Cocoa
Condiments & spices
Oils & Fats
Suger & Syrups
Pastry products
Jellies
Various
Perishable ( Daily Market List )
APPENDIX 16
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n  - BEVER AG ES 
Aperitives 
Hard Liquors 
Champagnes
Beers ( Local & foreign )
Waters & Sodas
Cola Type Drinks
Soft drinks
Cooking alchohols
D - G E N E R A L S TO R E S
Guest supplies and stationery
Printed Forms
Cleaning products
Cleaning material
Office supplies
Various
E - EN GIN EER IN G G O O D S 
Lamps and bulbs 
Electrical egulpment 
Paints and material 
Vaves and pumps 
Motors
Maintenance contracts 
Heating Oil 
Various
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W E E K E N D S
\VJiaCs included
rhe prices quoted are per room per ni^ h^t (between Friday 
nd Sunday) and include buffet breakfast, all service chari^ e^s 
and taxes.
Many hotels offer complimentary accommodation for 
children when sharinvi their parents* room.
A limited number of rooms are allocated at these sjK'cial 
ales and “2 for 1 Weekends”, must be reserved irt advance, 
so please book early to avoid disa()pi>intment. 'Hiis offer is 
subject to promotion rate availability.
2  nij^ hLs for the |)rice of 1. The price for two ni^ ihLs at 
le  special **2 for 1*^  rate equates approximately to one 
i^hl in ct)mparahle accommodation at full official rates 
plus breakfast.
eouliin’t be easicT. f 'oi· ivsefv.iiions and information 
al)oul “2 lor I \W't“ken(ls". call your [u*arest Hilton Kesi*i‘\’ali(jn 
Seivice (IIKS) oll'ice, the Hilton hotel of your choice or your 
local travel ai e^nl.
Hilton Reservation Scrvii
.•UJSFKI.V (0222)
HELGUi.M 07S1122Hrroll iree 
C.VN.ADA l-cS<KM4S-«<^ i7 roll fn-e 
DENNLARK S(K)-100-18 It>lt assislei! 
H(;YFT (02) 777 l-U 
FR.\.NCE or).i.K).7:).KS Toll frt‘r 
GERALVNY Oli’.O .SlSUO ToII tree 
GREECE (01) 72r)0 20l 
ISR.VEL (03) 520 2210 
ITALY l()78 7S;U6 loll free 
NETHERLVNDS 0(30 2233;(> Toll free
NORW.AY 22 11 02 20 1\,11 assisled 
SO ITH AFRICA (011) SSO 
SPAI.N iXX) 0<)321«>
SWEDEN (08)21 14 22 ■ri»ll assisted 
SWITZERLAND 1552203 I'oll tree 
TVRKEY (1) 231 0350
t NlTED.\R,Ali EMIR.\TKS
(0 4 )  3 1 3 9 3 5
UNITED KINGDOM (O S l)  7 8 0  1 1 5 5  
08(X) 289 303 toll tree
UNITED STATES OF.A.MERICA
1-.SIH).4 45-813(37 Toll free
See more -  pay less
Experience more of the city and its surrouiulinns at your own pace.
Hilton International has negotiated the s;ime unbelievable 2 for I deal with 
one of the World’s niajiir car rental companies - Ihidi e^l Rent a Car.
Ih is  special deal offers you a car for 2 days on Saturday and Sunday 
for the price of 1 day's rental.**
For more information, or to reserve your Budijet car, call your nearest 
Budget Rent a Car International Reservation Centre or your Кк'а1 travel a^ent.
Budget Rent a Car international Reservations
Austria (7212) 49933 Huniifary (1) 566.333
Bel i^ium (2) 7.52 n i l Italy (91) (305 71(30
E;0’pt (2) 340 (Ю70 Spain (1) 345.59(38
France 05 10 00 01 Switzerland (1) 813.5797
(Зеппапу (89) 6141 14.S0 Turkey (1) 253 92(X)
Greece (1) 921 4771 UK ()8(X) 181 181
Holland (2503) 71222
I
* * .N'.itional tariff a[)plies. Offrr Mibject to availability at 
participatin>i locations only. 7 days advance notice rec|uired. 
()uute Reference ciide “I’4U I l f
Budget
re tilac a i
тят mm
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Programın
İşleyişi
How the
Programme
Works
Sirkeliniz, kontrat fiyatları üzerinden Istanbul, Ankara, 
İzmir ya da Parksa Hilton'daki her geceleme için, aynı 
otelde 1 puan kazanacak.
İstanbul Hilton’dâ 2 gece için 3 oda kullandığınızı 
düşünelim. Bu durumda İstanbul Hilton'da 6 puanınız 
olacak. Aynı işlem, diğer Hiltonlarda da geçerli.
Başka bir deyişle, gecelemenizi gerçekleştirdiğiniz 
Hilton otelinde 6 puanınız var demektir.
Programa dahil dört Hilton otelimizde sizin adınıza 
kayıtlarınızı tuucağız. Otellerimizden birinde toplam 
20 puana ulaştığınızda programdan yararlanmaya 
başlayabilir, dilediğiniz seçeneği ücretsiz olarak 
kullanabilirsiniz.
Kuzundığınız p u anlar bir Hilton otelin den diğerine  
uktarılu m az.
Every lime your company books one roomnight at the 
official corporate rates at either the Istanbul, Ankara,
Izmir or Parksa Hilton, you are credited with one point 
at the specific hotel booked.
For example, if you book three rooms for two nights at the 
Istanbul Hilton, you will receive a six points credit at this 
hotel. The same is true if you were to book the roomnights 
at another Hilton hotel in Turkey. In other words you will 
receive your credit at the hotel where you placed your 
booking.
We will keep separate accounts for you, one at each of the 
four hotels in 'furkey. Once you have accumulated an 
initial 20 points at one of the hotels, you can begin to enjoy 
the money-saving benefits of the programme at this 
particular hotel.
P o in ts can n ot be tran sferred  from one Hilton hotel 
to ujiother.
Neler Puanlanniz arttıkça seçenekleriniz de artacak. Bu
Kazanacaksınız? broşürde birbirinden değişik seçeneklerin listesini
bulacaksınız. Puanlarınızı izleyebilmeniz için de bir liste 
var.
Seçenekleri değerlendirmeye karar verdiğinizde ilgili 
otelin Satış Ofisini aramanız yeterli. Üzerinde seçiminizin 
belirtildiği kuponunuz hemen hazırlanacak.
Tem m uz, A ğustos ve O cak ay ların d ak i h er  
gecelem eniz için l yerin e 2 puan kazanacaksınız.
Türkiye Hilton oteller zinciri olarak sizin, konuklannızm 
ve ödüllendirmek istediğiniz elemanlannızın 
hizmetlerimizden kolayca yararlanması için 
hazırladığımız Hilton Puan Programını sunmaktan 
gururluyuz.
What Benefits The more points you accumulate, the greater the benefit»· 
can be Possibilities are many and varied, and you can share the
Received? benefits with anyone you choose.
On the following pages, you wall find a comprehensive 
list of the benefits available at Hilton hotels.
There is a checklist for keeping track of the points that 
you have accumulated at Turkey Hiltons.
When you decide to redeem your points, just contact the 
Sales Office of the respective hotel and you will receive a 
voucher indicating the specific benefits that you have 
chosen.
Bookings for Ju ly , Augubl and Ja n u a ry  vs ill couoL 
....double ul 2 points per room nighl inslead of 1.
The Turkey Hiltons are proud to offer you a. more fruitful 
way of entertaining your guests, rewarding your 
employees and benefiting you and your entire company·
TABLE J : General Information About The Interviews With Hilton
Guests Staying At The Hotel
Gender
Purpose of the 
Trip
Interview time Interview Place
Male
Businessman 6 min. Lotus Bar
Male
Businessman 11 min. Lotus Bar
Male Businessman 5 min. Lotus Bar
Male
Businessman 6 min. Lotus Bar
Female Business woman 12 min. Lotus Bar
Female
Business woman 7 min. Greenhouse
Restaurant
Female Vacation
6 min. Greenhouse
Restaurant
Male Vacation 8 min. Shopping Hali
Female Vacation 9 min. Pool Bar
Male
Guest of a 
friend 10 min. Lotus Bar
Male
Hilton Gold 
Card Guest 10 min. Shopping Hall
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TABLE 2: General Information About The Interviews With Hilton
Customers Who Are Not Staying At The Hotel
Type of Customers 
Interviewed
Reason of Visit To  
Hilton
Time of Interview
Bilkent MBA Student Afternoon Tea At the 
Lobby
50 minutes
Bilkent MBA Student Dinner at the 
Greenhouse Rest.
50 minutes
Bilkent MBA Student Lions Club Dinner 
Kavaklidere Ballroom 
Combined
50 minutes
Bilkent MBA Student Waiting For a friend at 
the Lobby
50 minutes
Bilkent MBA Student Afternoon Tea At the 
Lobby
50 minutes
M E TU  Economy 
Department Student
Afternoon Tea At the 
Lobby
1/2 an hour
M ETU  Business 
Admin. Student
Dinner at the 
Greenhouse
1/2 an hour
M ETU  Business 
Admin. Student
Visiting a Friend at the 
Hotel
1/2 an hour
Friend of my 
Parents
Gold Card Member 40 minutes
Friend of my 
Parents
Gold Card Member 40 minutes
Friend of my 
Parents
Gold Card Member 40 minutes
Friend of my 
Parents
Gold Card Member 40 minutes
Friend of my 
Parents
Gold Card Member 40 minutes
Friend of my 
Parents
Gold Card Member 40 minutes
My father-in-law Gold Card Member 1/2 an hour
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TABLE General Information About the Interviews of Hilton
Personnel
Name of the 
Respondent Status
Total Interview 
time
Interview
Place
Klaus
Martiensen General Manager 52 min. At his office
Can Sezgin Executive Manager 35 min. At his office
Suat Oral Guest Relations Man. 32 min. Lotus Bar
Karl
Schmalzer
F&B Office Man. 25 min. At his office
Aykut
Korkmaz
F&B Office Ass. Man. 40 min. At his office
Colin
Abercrombie Sales Office Man. 65 min.
At his office
Elif Ulusoy Sales Office Secretary
20 min.
At her office
Aylın Tunay Sales Representative 50 min. At her office
Yesim Yoney Sales Representative 45 min. At her office
Tan Atac PR Manager 37 min. At her office
Hilmi Yavuz Personnel & Training 
Dept. Manager
20 min. At his office
Sevtap
Tuncer
Personnel & Training 
Dept. Ass. Manager
50 min. At her office
Yasemin Unal Purchasing Dept. 
Man.
70 min At her office
Sinan
Koseoglu
Purchasing 
Dept. Ass. Man.
65 min. At his office
Meltem Şenel Housekeeping Man. 15 min. At her office
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TABLE Information about the interviews with major Hotel
Suppliers.
Name of the 
Supplier Status Time
Gülseren Grocery Owner 10 min.
Gülseren Butcher Owner 10 min.
Gülseren Market Owner 10 min.
Pelin Printing 
Office Manager 20 min.
Rekmay Printing 
Office Manager 25 min.
Esat Tekel 
Agency Sales person 15 min.
Pınar Dairy 
Products Area Manager 20 min
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TABLE 5 : Information about the Observations Made At Hilton
Ankara
16.07.93
Friday
17.07.93
Saturday
18.07.93
Sunday
19.07.93
Monday
20.07.93
Tuesday
9.00 1 0 *** *** *** 0
am 2 0 0 *** 0 ***
TO
12.00a
m
3 *** *** 0 0 0
1.00 1 *** *** *** 0 ***
p.m. 2 0 0 *** o * * *
TO
4.00
p.m.
3 *** *** 0 *** ***
4.00 1 *** *** HHH *** ***
p.m. 2 O *** Hitfe 0 0
TO
7.00
p.m.
3 Hit* *** *** *** ***
8.00 1 HHfc *** ***
p.m. 2 *** *** 0 *** ***
TO
12.00
p.m.
3 *** *** *** 0 ***
1 : Bellboy
2 : Walters ( Waitresses ) of Lotus Bar
3 : Security Service
*** . Positive observation ; nothing bad happened to cause 
customer dissatisfaction .
O : Negative Observation ; service personnel caused
customer dissatisfaction by not performing good service .
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